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1~~~E MEETING AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

The Chairman, Dr J.F. uthe, opened the meeting at 9:30 a.rn. on 24
April 1989. Dr J. van der Meer welcomed participants to The Hague
and to the host institute, the Rijkswaterstaat Tidal Waters Div
ision. The Chairman noted that the Group had a large number of
items to consider and requested each member introducing an item
to prepare a short note for inclusion in the report of the meet
ing. The list of attendees is attached as Annex 1.

2 ADQPTION CF TBE AGENDA

The agenda (Annex 2) was adopted with some modification and the
addition of a number of new reports under various items.

3 &EYlEW CF TBE ACKr REPORT

The appropriate sections of the 1988 ACMP Report were reviewed
and felt to accurately reflect the deliberations and conclusions
of the 1988 WGSATM meeting. Although not directly related to this
item, the Chairman noted that the Working Group on Environmental
Assessments and Monitoring Strategies was meeting concurrently,
which would cause some difficulty in communicating the results of
this year's meeting of WGSATM to WGEAMS. However, a number of
items of interest to WGEAMS (see items 13.1 and 14.4) were dis
cussed early in the meeting and the results of these discussions
forwarded to WGEAMS immediately by telefax.

4 RESQLTS OF ANALYSIS OF CMP DATA FOR TRENDS IN CONTAMINANTS IN
FISB LIVER TISSUE

This section and section 5 of the report describe the ongoing ac
tivities of WGSATM concerning the statistical analyses of the Co
ordinated ICES Monitoring Studies Programme (CMP) data on con
taminants in fish and shellfish for the determination of temporal
trends. With the publication of the statistical analyses of data
on contaminants in fish muscle tissue in ICES Cooperative Re
search Report No. 162, the Group is currently concerned with the
evaluation of the data on contaminants in fish liver tissue and
shellfish soft body tissue.

These analyses are being conducted to develop the applications of
the statistical methods for temporal trend elucidation to data on
contaminants in fish liver and shellfish soft body tissues. The
results of these statistical analyses will thereafter be trans
mitted to the ~ ~ working Group on Monitoring (under the Joint
Monitoring Group (JMG) of the Oslo and Paris Commissions) for in
corporation into their evaluation of the Joint Monitoring Pro
gramme (JMP) temporal trend monitoring data.

The statistical analysis of the shellfish data are considered in
Section 5 of this report, while the fish liver tissue analyses
are covered in Section 4.1, below.
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4.1 Study of the CMP Fish Liyer Data

A paper, "Evaluating important biological covariables" by M.D.
Nicholson, N. Green, and S.J. Wilson, was presented as constitut
inq Part I of the preliminary assessment of data on contaminant
concentrations in fish livers.

of
poor
sam-

Data sets from the ICES CMP had been selected where data on indi
vidual fish lenqth, liver weiqht, and fat percent were present.
These variables had previously been identified as influencinq
concentrations of PCB and cadmium in cod livers (see 1988 WGSATM
report, ICES C.M.1988/E:27, Section 8.2 and Annex 7).

This paper, included in this report as Annex J, describes an in
vestiqation focussinq on the influence of these variables on con
centrations of PCB, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, and zinc in
liver tissue of cod, whitinq, flounder, and plaice in areas of
the North Sea. Not all contaminant/species combinations were
present and some data sets were very small « 20 observations).
The importance of variables differed amonq contaminants and
species, althouqh, in some cases, this could have been due to the
restricted ranqe of the variables.

Once again, the Workinq Group commented upon the difficulties
analysinq and interpretinq incomplete data sets and data of
quality, and reiterated the importance of followinq the CMP
pling guidelines.

4.2 Trend Measurement from Bulked Sampies

Tissue from sampies of marine biota are sometimes bulked, either
to provide sufficient material for chemical analysis or to reduce
the analytical costs. The statistical distribution of contaminant
concentrations when analyzed in the bulked tissue may be differ
ent from the distribution of eoneentrations when analyzed in the
tissues on an individual orqanism basis. This should be taken
into aecount when assessinq trends in contaminant concentrations,
and has been the subject of continuinq work within WGSATM over
the past years.

,

A paper, "Trend measurement from bulked sampies: The effect of
poolinq on loq-normally distributed contaminants" by M.D.
Nicholson, N.W. Green, and S.J. Wilson (Annex 4), was presented
which examined this problem when concentrations in the tissues of
individuals are loq-normally distributed. Some simple approxi
mations showed that increasinq the degree of bulkinq would not
affect accuraey, but would lead to an apparent increase in qeo-
metrie mean contaminant levels. These results were extended usinq I
computer simulation to monitorinq levels of PCB in cod livers.
Bulking had the expeeted effect of not affeetinq the measured
differenee between contaminant levels between years, although the
probability of findinq a siqnificant difference was reduced.

On the basis of the information reported under items 4.1 and 4.2,
the qroup were informed that it is intended that the preliminary
assessment of the data on contaminants in fish liver tissue will
eontinue and the results be finalized with a view to pUblication
in the lCES Cooperative Research Report series. It is further in
tended that this work will be eompleted in time for the results
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of the statistical analyses to be made available to the JMP's ~
~ Working Group on Monitoring, meeting in December 1989.

4.3 Ihe Effect of Analytjcal Accuracy on Tests for Trends

In practice, chemical analyses of contaminants may be both biased
and imprecise. This will have an adverse effect on statistical
tests of significance. Imprecision will usually be lost in com
parison with the standard deviation of the contaminant in the
field. Bias, however, will pers ist to distort estimated trends. A
paper entitled, "The effect of analytical accuracy on the power
of Student's two sampie t-test", by M. Nicholson and J. van der
Meer addressed this topic; it is attached to this report as Annex
5.

Data from the Seventh ICES lntercalibration Exercise for Trace
Metals in Biological Tissue were used to estimate preC~S10n,

variable bias within a year, and persistent bias for nine labora
tories. The ability of these laboratories to detect a given trend
in either copper or lead in musseis was assessed. As would be ex
pected, the ability to detect trends in lead, where analytical
performance was poorer, was more affected than for copper. The
Working Group feIt this paper to be an important contribution and
that the message contained therein should be stressed and brought
to the attention of groups such as the ACMP and MCWG.

5 RESVLTS OF ANALYSIS OF CMP PATA FOR TRENDS IN CONTAMINANTS IN
BLUt nuSSELS

5.1 Evaluation of CMP/JKr Data on Contaminants in Blue Musseis

A draft paper, "Preliminary Evaluation of CMP/JMP Pata on Con
taminants in Blue Musseis for the Determination of Temporal
Trends" by P.B. Nielsen and S.J. Wilson, was sUbmitted to the
group for consideration. This paper was introduced as constitut
ing the first stage in the preparation of an analysis of blue
mussei (Mytilus ~) data covering the period 1980-1987, which
had been submitted to the leES CMP.

Data submitted by five countries (Belgium, Federal Republic of
Germany, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden) were included in the
evaluation, comprising 15 sets of mussei sampies from 13 loca
tions. Data on seven metals, (cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury,
nickel, lead, and zinc) and PCB had been considered for analysis.
The paper described the results of two treatments applied to the
data.

The first treatment consisted of a basic presentation of "ap
parent trends" as reflected by plots of the yearly arithmetic
means of the reported contaminant concentration values - includ
ing both pooled and individually analysed sampies. This approach
represented a basic means of looking at the data from all avail
able data sets, regardless of data characteristics and ignoring
possible biological effects and the effect of pooling.

As a second approach, a more involved analysis was undertaken by
investigating the use of shell weight as a possible covariate to
adjust contaminant burden estimates for biological variation be-
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tween years, using that sub-set of the data where the necessary
parameters had been reported.

After considering the results obtained by these two methods, it
was agreed that some further work was required in order to assess
(i) whether the shell weight relationship constituted a useful
approach, and (ii) whether geometrie means should be computed as
an alternative to arithmetic means in the basic data presen
tations. Ihe authors agreed to conclude this work as soon as
possible after the meeting so as to complete a statistical analy
ses of the data, by whichever method proved to be most appropri
ate, for consideration by the JMP ~ ~ WG on Monitoring.

It was further agreed that a revised manuscript, incorporating
this intersessional work would be made available for consider
ation at the 1990 meeting of WGSAIM, for possible publication as
a Cooperative Research Report along with the results of the stat
istical analysis of the fiah liver tissue data.

5.2 Ibe Effect of Depuration on Metal Leyels in Blue Musseis

Ourinq its 1987 meeting, WGSAIM had considered possible modifi
cations to the quidelines for sampling shellfish in connection
with temporal trend monitoring studies (see Annex 9 of C.M.19871
E:24). As one of the proposals for further work in association
with this review, an investigation into the effects of depurating
musseis sampled had been suggested.

N. Green presented evidence (Annex 6) that depuration had no ef
feet on concentrations of trace metals (cadmium, copper, mercury,
lead, and zinc) found in the soft parts of musseis (Mytilus
edulis) collected in waters with low suspended particulate matter
(SPM) concentrations. He suggested that, if not already done so,
a similar study should be carried out in waters with high SPM
concentrations, e.g., by the Netherlands, in accordance with the
depuration procedures qiven by WGSAIM in 1987.

Ihe Working Group accepted the results presented in this paper,
noting, however, that one cannot, as yet, expand these results to
other metals or other types of contaminant. The need for the ex
periment to be repeated with musseis collected in water with high
SPM was supported.

Acceptinq these comments, N. Green suggested that the draft
guidelines for sampling of musseis produced by WGSATM at its 1987
meeting might now be formalized and recommended for adoption by
the various monitoring qroups. Ihis matter is discussed under
Section 14.4.1, below.

6 CORSIDEBATION 0L-IfiE RESULTS OF TREND STUDIES IN CAN~
ATLANTIC COP FOR 1977-1985 BI UNIVARIAIE ANP MqLTIVARIATE
ANALYSES

In response to arequest that WGSATM considers the results of
trend studies in Canadian Atlantic cod for 1977-85, by univariate
and multivariate methods, Or Misra presented two papers. Ihe
first (Annex 7) compared and contrasted univariate and multivari
ate results using two years of Belgian flounder data and only two

I
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contaminants to keep the statistical models and analysis as
simple as possible for the non-mathematical reader. The second
paper (Annex 8). in a similar vein, presented time trend studies
on the Canadian Atlantic cod data. Dr Misra noted the followinq
points.

1) When criterion variables. Y., (contaminants) were uncorre
lated, temporal variations egamined by several univariate
analyses would yield results which are similar to those from a
sinqle mUltivariate analysis.

2) However, Y. variables are qenerally mutually correlated. For
these dati, temporal variations which are identified by the
multivariate procedure become increasinqly more difficult to
identify by univariate analysis as the extent of the overlaps
in annual ranqes of individual Yi variables increases.

3) Separate ANOVAs or ANCOVAs may still be desirable for reasons
such as

a) when the manaqer is primarilY or exclusively interested in
trackinq temporal variations of individual or specific con
taminants or

b) when there are several missinq observations in a data set.
A qood workinq strateqy when employinq aseries of
univariate analyses would be to supplement them with a
multivariate analysis for drawinq inferences concerninq
temporal variations and time trends for contaminants.

4) For the Canadian Atlantic cod data (4 data years, 10
contaminants) MANCOVA was employed usinq loq (length) as the
covariate. The results showed:

a) time trend was identified, and

b) contaminants which contributed siqnificantly to the time
trend were identified individually by MANCOVA. Furthermore
these contaminants were the same ones which showed similar
(increasinq or decreasinq) trends in the scatterplots of
adjusted yearly-means of Y versus years. It should be
recalled that these adjbsted yearly-mean values are the
same for MANCOVA and ANCOVAs.

Questions were asked concerning the interpretation of composites
or linear combinations of criteria, i.e. contaminant variables in
time-trend investigations by the multivariate procedure. In re
sponse Dr Misra said that the MANOVA (and MANCOVA) is very flex
ible in this respect. It is possible to test the siqnificance of
any linear combination of contaminants. The user may, therefore,
test sensible biochemical models of contaminants, for example by
assigninq values for each coefficient of contaminant variables
and then testinq the siqnificance of this combination. Not all
contaminants need be included in an arbitrarily selected linear
combination. It is, therefore, possible to test the contribution
of one or more contaminants of specific interest to time trends.
In particular, contributions (in the multivariate context) of
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individual contaminants to time trends can be tested for signifi
cance.

The Working Group suggested that the rejection of univariate pro
cedures in favour of multivariate procedures, as stated in the
paper, shouldbe modified to note those situations in which the
univariate procedure is appropriate; for example, since it is
known that missing observations virtuallY destroy multivariate
analysis, its use is thus prohibited for most CMP data sets
(WGSATM 1988). The author agreed with this, and a revised text is
included as Annex 7 to this report.

The discussion emphasized that results from neither MANCOVA nor
ANCOVA were neces~arily correct. Simultaneous and individual
statistical analysis of metals data does, however, provide dif
ferent perspectives on what the trend data indicate.

The difference between them is that MANCOVA may indicate trends
in a mixture of contaminants and provides a test of whether such
a mixture varies with time. Key questions are:

1) Are these differences due to competition or synergism between
the contaminants? and

2) How do they reflect inputs and changes in inputs?

In the former case the multivariate approach is preferable to the
simplistic interpretation of trends in levels of.a single con
taminant as necessarily a direct reflection of inputs and input
changcs. However, at this stage there are insufficient data to
answer these questions.

There was considerable debate regarding confidence limits of ad
justed yearly-means calculated by MANCOVA and ANCOVA. It was
agreed that both had their uses but that neither should be used
without a full understanding of their meaning.

6.1 Principal Components and the Problem of Mylticollinearity

Dr Misra presented his paper, "Time trends of chemical contami
nant levels in Canadian Atlantic cod (~~) with several
biological variables· which is in press in Marine Pollution Bull
etin. He noted that it is recognized that temporal variations and
time trends can be studied more efficiently when a covariance
procedure employs a multiple linear regression (MLR) on several
biological covariables rather than a simple linear regression on
one covariable. However, biological variables employed in trend
investigations are generally mutually correlated, as shown in the
manuscript. As a remedy for this problem, MLR was introduced
using principal components (PCs) of the biological variables as
covariates. Advantages of the use of this PC-MLR technique in
time trend analysis of the Canadian cod data are:

- the multicollinearity problem is circumvented, and

I

I
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- MLR was much simpler because only one principal
component was needed as the covariate in analysis of
burden data and two in the case of concentration data.
The paper was well received by the workinq Group and a
number of members expressed interest in tryinq the pro
cedure.

7 PROGRESS IN TRE ANALYSIS OF TRENDS IN CONTAMINANTS IN SEVERAL
SPECIES FROM TRE SAME AßEA

Pr Misra presented the manuscript, "Monitoring of time trends in
contaminant levels using a multispecies approach: contaminant
trends in Atlantic cod (~ ~)xand European flounder
(Platichthys ~) on the Belgian coast, 1978-85." The manu
script has been submitted for publication in the open literature.
Bioloqical and statistical reasons were qiven to support the need
for studyinq temporal variations and time trends based upon the
analysis of data on all species which are available from an area
rather than analysinq data on one species at a time. Procedures
for the multivariate and univariate analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA and ANCOVA) of joint data on contaminants in cod and
flounder from ICES rectangle 31F2 (coast of Belqium) were devel
oped and employed in the study of temporal variations and time
trends tor the individual species and interactions between them.
Analysis of all species from an area at one time is more ef
ticient statistically and supplies other information such as the
interactions of time trends in contaminant levels between
species. The paper was received without comment by the WG.

8 PRAFT LEAFLETS ON TREND MONITORING TOPICS FOR PUBLICATION IN
TßE TIMES SERIES

The Chairman raised the issue of inordinate delays in the review
inq of manuscripts within ICES Workinq Groups. This problem was
illustrated with the case of the manuscript, "An introduction to
the study of spatial and temporal trends in contaminant levels in
marine biota." This manuscript, intended for publication as a
Techniques in Marine Environmental Sciences (TIMES) document, was
first sent to Workinq Group members for review shortly after the
1987 WGSATM meetinq. The author received no written comments al
thouqh a number of substantial chanqes were recommended at the
1988 meetinq. A revised manuscript was sent out shortly there
after but, again, no comments were received prior to the 1989
meetinq other than a suqgestion. this sugqestion and the sub
sequent handling of the TIMES manuscript paper is considered
under items 13.2 and 13.3. Various members suggested that the
reason for the delay was the workload on group members which
resulted in WGSATM items beinq put off intersessionally. WGSATM
therefore suggests adoption of the followinq procedure: .

WGSATM is directly involved in the production of two types of
ICES publication: the TIMES Series and the Cooperative Research
Reports (CRR). To ensure a better and more timely review, the
Working Group suqqests that the first draft from an author is
discussed at the annual working Group meeting. Before the meetinq
is adjourned, the Workinq Group will decide who amonq them will
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take responsibility for reviewing the manuscript. The number of
individuals involved will depend upon the condition and import
ance of the paper. This small group is to work intersessionally
through the lCES Environment Officer to expedite review of the
manuscript and its ultimate recommendation for publication.
WGSATM also recommends that lCES, perhaps in cooperation with the
Working Group, ensure that the paper is subject to peer review by
at least one person external to the working Group.

9 USE OF SEAWEEDS IN HONlIORING NON-RAPIOACTIYE CONIAMINANTS

N. Green presented a paper (Annex 9) in which he and M. Munk
Hansen described their respective institutes' experiences in the
use ,of seaweeds as contaminant monitors. In some cases seaweeds
have reflected contaminant levels in relation to discharqes very
weIl, often better than animals such as musseis. The authors sug
gest that, in order to establish a set of guidelines for the use
of benthic algae for monitoring purposes, a review of existing
literature is needed, in particular addressinq uptake and release
characteristics of trace metals and other contaminants in benthic
algae, effects of environmental conditions, e.g., salinity, tem
perature, on these characteristics, seasonality effects, natural
variability and the suitability of different species. The Working
Group agreed with the usefulness of seaweeds as monitors and the
need for this review, but were unable to find or, indeed, recom
mend a suitable reviewer. WGSATM requests the assistance of
WGEAMS and MCWG in the preparation of the review, with the hope
that a set of possible guidelines could be prepared for consider
ation as soon as possible.

10 REVIEW OF TUE ENGLlSH VERSION OF IHE PAPER BT P eROS ON
STAIISTICAL MANAGEMENT OF MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

As nothinq was received from the author on whether or not his
paper would be available in an English translation for consider
ation by the Working Group, the matter was not discussed further.

11 REYIEW OF A PAPER ON IßE EFFICIENCT OF POOLING IN MVSSEL WATeH
STUDIES

Section 4.2 of this report describes work addressing the effects
of sampie pooling on the statistics of trend determination. One
of the reasons why sampie poolinq is carried out is as a means of
economizinq the costly resources required in a monitorinq study
programme.

Jaap van der Meer presented a paper (Annex 10) discussing how
pooling may economize a sampling programme. In this paper he
developed qeneralized models incorporatinq arbitrary cost esti
mates for some of the main components in a programme (e.g., sam
pling and analytical costs) and usinq the power of statistical
tests to optimize the models with respect to pooling strateqies,
i.e., the number'and sizes:of'pools. It was noted that, in the
past, relatively~ little' attention~has been paid to the final
choice of the number of pools and ",,"of" the number of orqanisms
comprisinq a pool.'Generally pool!ng.has been expressed in terms

0"
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of extremes, e.g., one very large pool (i.e., a single sample
homogenate) or no poo1ing at all (i.e., samp1ing and analysis of
individual specimens). Dr van der Meer showed that, in almost all
cases, due to the rather flat appearance in the central part of
an optimization function as compared to the steep slopes
characterising the two extreme situations noted above, a good
ru1e-of-thumb from an economic point of view is to avoid these
extremes.

The Working Group was highly complimentary of this paper and it
was suggested that an example. including real data (e.g., real
costs) with a clear, non-mathematical description of its use,
would provide an important contribution for consideration by ACMP
and WGEAMS and possibly also for programme managers involved in
deciding samplinq strateqies and resource allocations, etc.

12 EFFtCT OF LASOßATORY BIAS ON TEMPORAL TREND STUDIES

"The effect of analytical accuracy on the power of Student's two
sampie t-test" by M. Nicholson and J. van der Meer was discussed
under Agenda item 4.3.

13 SAMPLE STRUCTURE FOR MONITQRING CONTAMINANTS IN SIOTA.
SEAWATER. AND SEDIMENTS

13.1 Cuidelines on the Phi10sophy. Principles. and Strategy of
Monitoring

WGSATM reviewed the 'Philosophy, Principles and Strategy of Moni
torinq", that had been adopted by the ACMP in 1988 (1988 ACMP Re
port, Section 4.1) and noted the following: (i) The paper should
emphasize sampling and data handling to the same extent that data
quality is emphasized since both of these factors are as import
ant as data quality (analytica1 chemistry) in monitorinq studies.
(ii) The paper should note the differences in comparinq environ
mental levels to a fixed standard (human health purposes) and the
determination of temporal and spatial trends. with regard to
Table 1, the Working Group was informed about the MCWG consider
ation of this table and it was suggested that the tab1e be
modified along the lines described by MCWG. with a discussion
added to support a 'common sense' approach to monitorinq. All
contaminants should be listed as individual chemical compounds
and levels of such chemicals judged to be of concern included in
the tables. with respect to trend monitorinq, the preferred tis
sue for monitoring purposes should be named (refer also to Sec
tion 14.4.2. of this report). The part of Table 2 (produced by
MCWG, ref. 1989 MCWG report) addressing seawater should include a
section on suspended particulate matter (SPM), identifying for
which contaminants SPM is preferred to water itself as the moni
toring medium.
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13.2 "An introduction to the study of spatial and temporal t~
in contaminant levels in marine biota." by J.F. Uthe et Al.

This manuscript was intended for publication as the first of a
series of TIMES publications addressing trend monitoring in the
marine environment. This was the second draft and was accepted by
the Working Group with only minor eomment on its content. However
the Working Group noted paper 13.3 and recommended that this
manuseript and the general item sections of 13.3 be combined into
one TIMES document. The senior author agreed to this and, with
referenee to the eomments on review of material for publication
(cf. Section 8), the Working Group identified Simon wilson,
Norman Green and Mike Nicholson to review the next revision
tOgether with the authors.

13.3 ~mpling strategies for trend monitoring using biota.
sediments or seawater" by J,F. Uthe et Al.

This paper was prepared under the direetion of the Chairman as a
response to arequest for trend monitoring information from the
North Sea Task Force. It was eonsidered by the MCWG at its 1989
Meeting, which made certain suggestions and considered the paper
a worthwhile introduction to the topie. WGMS and WGEAMS have also
considered the manuscript at their 1989 meetings. It had been
proposed that the manuscript, when eompleted with the addition of
information on the use of sediments and seawater as monitors,
could become a joint publication of the four environmental Work
ing Groups, WGSATM, WGMS, MCWG, and WGEAMS. WGSATM reeommends.
rather, that the doeument be split up, with the general section
eombined with the document mentioned in the Agenda item 13.2. The
sections addressing the speeific use of compartments or species,
e.g., the section dealing with Atlantie cod (~ ~),

should then be issued as separate TIMES documents. However, the
working Group recognized the need to res pond to the request from
the North Sea Task Force and reeommends therefore that the manu
script in its present form be forwarded to ACMP for the purpose
of information on the use of biota in trend monitoring
programmes.

13.4 ~ct of Sampling Structure on Regression Estimates: Why
tbe QMP Sampling Guidelines Should be Followed" by M P
Nicbolson and S.J. Wilson

In the ICES analyses of the CMP data on metals in fish musele
tissue (Cooperative Research Report, No. 162), regression coef
ficients of log (contaminant concentration) on various biologieal
variables tended, with the exception of mercury, to vary siqnifi
cantly between years. This effect eould possibly be the result of
poor data structure, where the range of the biological variables
sampled in some years was very narrow.

In order to re-appraise this apparent ambiquity, to investiqate
in more detail the mechanisms which could lead to the spurious
heterogeneity of regression slopes, and possibly to improve the
objective basis for decidinq whether it is necessary to conduct
the somewhat involved six-step regression procedure in the stat
istical analysis of all metals in fish muscle tissue, a simple
model which might explain the observations was applied to the CMP
data (cf. Annex 11). with the exception of mercury, the results

I
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remained inconclusive. However, the results did emphasize the
need for the CMP Guidelines on sampling to be followed so that
contaminant levels can be ad;usted for biological variation.

14 OTHEB BUSINESS

14.1 Papers on Nutrients

G. Radach presented results from the analysis of the Helgoland
long-term time series, obtained by the Biologische Anstalt
Helgoland (Hamburg). Helgoland is situated in the inner German
Bight, at the border of central North Sea water and coastal
water. Parameters investigated include temperature: salinity; the
nutrients: nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, phosphate and silicate; and
the biological entities: phytoplankton carbon together with the
biomass of diatoms and flagellates (as carbon equivalents). The
data represent sampies collected at fixed times once a day on
working days, starting from 1 January 1962 until thc present.

A variety of methods have been applied to investigate the struc
ture of the time series, especially with respect to trend ana
lysis. Linear regression analysis was carried out for the full 23
years as weIl as for 5-yearly periods: for winter and summer
data: for the (more saline) North Sea water and for (fresher)
coastal water. Running 5-year-medians together with the 16.6'-and
83.3'-quantiles were calculated, exhibiting the long-term be
haviour of the series.

Spectral analysis of variance showed that the parameters investi
gated have very different variance distributions, some with
nearly all of the variance in the annual frequency (e.g., tem
perature), many others with most of the variance at frequencies
of less than one year. This must have consequences for monitoring
strategies for the different parameters.

After the variance analysis, variance for a special frequency
band was synthesized again, to obtain the long-term variation of
the time series, on scales of more than 2 years. When these time
series are plotted against each other in a plane (i.e., the phase
plane, such as in an T-S diagram), it becomes obvious that the
time series of plankton and nutrients in recent years have moved
away from the region of those ecosystem states, that were ob
served in earlier years up until the late 19705.

possibilities were discussed as to utilizing the data set for in
vestigating the power of different monitoring strategies.

The results have partly been published as ICES papers (ICES C.M.
1985/L:2 and ICES C.M.1986/C:8). Further publications are being
prepared.

In the ensuing discussion, the value of this unique data set and
of the analysis performed was stressed and the differences be
tween the statistical approaches applicable to such long time
series and those which have been utilised by the group until now,
aimed at detecting temporal trends in short time-series, were re
marked upon. It was feIt that for some of the outstanding prob
lems to be addressed, it might be helpful to further evaluate
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this data set and to repeat some of the analyses using only the
winter data (e.g., January data). Further, it was noted that sev
eral groups within lCES are dealing with similar or related prob
lems concerning nutrients. and some coordination of their activi
ties by the Marine Environmental Quality and Hydrography Com
mittees was desirable.

To this end the sugg7stion that lCES hold a mini-symposium at the
Statutory Meeting ~n 1990 was supported, and a suggested title
for the mini-symposium was, 'Nutrient distribution, transport and
trends in the lCES Area.·

Jaap van der Meer briefly described the Dutch programme on nutri
ent monitoring and the handling of these data to date and intro
duced the publication, 'Monitoring the progress of the attempts
to reduce nutrient load and inputs of certain compounds in the
North Sea by 50\' by R.W.P.M. Laane, J. van der Meer, A. de Vries
and A. van der Giessen. Rijkswaterstaat. Tidal Waters Division.
P.O. Box 20904. 2500 EX The lIague, Publication GWAO-89.008.

14.2 Communication frgm JMG (Dr J Pgrtmann)

with respect to cooperation between WGSATM and the OSPARCOM ~
~ Working Group on Monitoring, WCSATM noted the following:

WGSATM activities will provide the OSPARCOM ~ ~ Working Group
on Monitoring with statistical analyses of JMP data on Blue mus
sels for cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, lead. zinc, and PCB
on a formulation basis for the years 1980-1987. As described in
Section 5. WGSATM work on these data have not been finalized.
however. it appears to suggest that a very simple, basic presen
tation of the data i5 all that can be recommended for the data
sets considered. Assuming this to be the case. then if the
OSPARCOM ~ ~ Working Group on Monitoring wish to include the
1988 da ta this would be a relatively simple procedure for them.

As discUS5ed in Section 4, it is intended that the WGSATM analy
ses on the fish liver data (including cadmium and PCB on a formu
lation basis) concerning the data up to 1987 will be completed in
time for the OSPARCOM ~ ~ Working Group on Monitoring meeting
in December 1989. Extending these analyses to include the 1968
data would involve a major work load on the OSPARCOM ~ ~ Work
ing Group on Monitorinq. The two WGSATM members involved
(Nicholson and Green) should inform the ~ ~ Working Group of
progress by some appropriate point in time to ensure that, if the
completion of these analyses is not possible, the ~ ~ Working
Group is informed of this fact, and the reasons why. Cadmium and
PCB should be considered the priority contaminants for analysis
by Nicholson and Green.

Concerning the assessment of contaminants in fish muscle tis5ue.
it has already been agreed that the statistical analyses (cover
ing the years 1978-1985) reported in Cooperative Research Report,
No. 162 will be used by the ~ ~ Working Group on Monitoring as
a basis for its a5sessment work. Extendinq the statistical ana
lysis for (only) mercury in fish muscle tissue to include the
data up to 1988~ represent a significant work load, just to
run and interpret the analyses on the sampies concerned. Finding
someone to conduct this work may present a problem since

I
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Nicholson and Green are already heavily committed to thc liver
data analyses.

Extending the fish muscle analyses for other contaminants could
be contemplated, but if this is considered then it should be re
stricted to a simple analysis only, i.e., geometric means.

with reference to the questions raised regarding the Dutch
(pooled) fish muscle tissue data, the comments stated in the
preceeding two paragraphs apply. WGSATM was unable to confirm
that it could take on the analysis of the Dutch pooled fish
muscle tissue data and considered that the Dutch might be able to
identify someone to conduct the analyses of these data, using the
six-step regression approach described in Cooperative Research
Report, No. 162 for mercury at least.

In relation to the proposal by the Netherlands delegation at the
OSPARCOM's 30int Monitoring Group meeting concerning the statis
tical analysis of seawater data for determination of temporal
trends, if the OSPARCOM ~ ~ Working Group on Monitoring in
tends to analyse seawater data, the WGSATM was not able to iden
tify any individual to take on this task. Indeed, given that MCWG
questions whether trends in seawater can usefully be addressed
using the current 3MG monitoring data, it might seem somewhat in
consistent to recommend ICES association with such an activity.

It should also be noted that WGSATM's experience has shown that,
in general, the trend monitorinq data cannot be properly assessed
usinq a "standard analysis" approach (partially due to data qual
ity considerations). The liver tissue analyses will provide/sug
gest a possible general statistical approach for lookinq at these
data, but this has to be applied carefully by a statistician who
is capable/willing to consider each data analysis individually,
that is, analysing trend monitoring data is a labour-intensive,
time-consuming activity. The 3MG should be made aware of this
fact and decide how to deal with it, because responsibility for
this activity will eventually fall on the 3MG if the WGSATM are
to be released to go on to consider other statistical problems.

With respect to the request that the current guidelines (see
Coop.Res.Rep. No. 126 (1984» for sampling and analysis in the
use of biota for temporal trend assessment purposes (ICES Objec
tive 3) and spatial distribution purposes (ICES Objective 2) be
combined in some way, WGSATM notes the following. Samples col
lected under Objective 2 are taken only every five years and are
designed to give a synoptic geographical overview within the leES
area. Samples are to be selected to be as representative of the
area in question as possible with the intent that a large number
of sampIe sites be visited.

Samples collected under Objective 3 are taken annually and are
designed to give a suitable data set for quantitative trend ana
lysis. When collected from the same area as sampies under Objec
tive 2, it is important that the same, i.e., stable, stock be
sampled each year under Objective 3. The importance of fish stock
is emphasised under item (e) within the Objective 3 guidelines.
While it is recommended that certain geographical areas and
species be covered it is important to emphasise the stable stock
aspect. There is little point in studying unstable stocks or at-
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tempting trend monitoring of the type visualized under Objective
3 with a large number of species from many different areas. par
ticularly in light of the difficulties encountered with the qual
ity of the data sets to date.

Thus. Objectives 2 and 3 are distinctly and importantly differ
ent. The only compromise that might be made is to state that a
proper sample taken for Objective 3 can be used to estimate a
single value for use under Objective 2. an example of the "common
sense" application of monitoring guidelines.

However. WOSATM noted that the sampling and analytical guidelines
appropriate to Objectives 2 and 3 may need to be modified in
light of its invp.stigations carried out on CMP data. Therefore. a
small sub-group of WOSATM. comprising Jaap van der Meer (Chair
man). Norman oreen and Simon Wilson. has been asked to consider
these guidelines intersessionally and report to the 1990 meeting
of WOSATM. It is envisioned that any recommended changes to the
guidelines will be of a nature to aid data analysis. with both
past and future data in mind.

14.3 Long-term Trends in Laboratory Analysis

The Chairman reported on discussions of this item within MCWO and
noted that WOSATM is also interested in addressing long-term
trends in laboratory analytical performance. Dr John Calder of
the Na~ional Science Foundation in Washington has supplied WOSATM
with a set of data.(1983-1987) from one of the NOAA laboratories.
This information has been passed to Mike Nicholson for consider-
ation within his investigations of the effects of laboratory ana-
lytical factors on the determination of trends.

14.4 Items from WOEAMS

A number of items related to WOEAMS were raised during the meet
ing and were commented on as follows:

14.4.1 Ouidelines

In addition to the aspects discussed under Section 14.2 (above).
WOSATM reconsidered earlier work which it had carried out in re
lation to possible modifications to the existing guidelines for
monitoring using mussels for the purpose of determining temporal
trends (see 1987 WOSATM report. C.M.1987/E:24. Annex 9). This
original proposal for a modification to the quidelines had in
vited comments. requested through ACMP. but none had been re
ceived. However, in the light of papers presented at the 1989
WOSATM meeting on the effect of pooling and sample depuration, I
etc. (cf. Sections 4.2, 5.2 and 11). the qroup considered that it
might be worthwhile to consider the feasibility of finalising the
revised guidelines. for resubmission to ACMP as a completed pro-
ject.

The work reported on the effects of pooling (see Section 4.2 and
Annex 4) confirm that. for log-normally distributed contaminants
pooling reduces the ability to detect trends. However, this nega
tive consequence has to be considered in relation to the levels
of change which the mussei component in a particular monitoring
programme is attempting to identify. A second conclusion. that
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pooling introduces a bias in the estimated levels, does not af
feet the ability to detect temporal trends provjding pooling js
consistent between years, i.e., the number of specimens in a pool
is kept constant, as is recommended in the proposed quidelines.

A depuration study (see Section 5.2 and Annex 6) had similarly
confirmed that the proposed guidelines were appropriate, i.e.,
that depuration may be omitted, but that the effect of depuration
should be studied in each individual case under consideration.

It was, therefore, considered appropriate that the mussel quide
lines be recommended for further consideration by WGEAMS or ACMP
for eventual incorporation in the monitoring quidelines, but with
a note to the effect that, in cases where temporal trend monitor
ing using mussels is already underway, it will be necessary for
the institute/organization involved to consider whether they
should adopt the new guidelines or continue with their existing
procedures in order to ensure that their time series is not
disturbed.

14.4.2 Contaminant Matrjces Related to the JMP Purposes

Further to their discussion on the original matrix tables re
ported under Section 13.1, WGSATM received, during the course of
the meeting, a revised set of three WGEAMS matrix tables. WGSATM
noted that the new tables differed somewhat from both the orig
inal tables and the sugqested modifications produced by MCWG (see
1989 MCWG report, C.K.1989/C:32). It was not clear to WGSATM why
a material such as dieldrin had been excluded from the human
health purpose table nor why lindane (~-HCH) was included and not
a- or ß-HCH in the two other tables. It was suqgested that these
tables be reconsidered in terms of new contaminants, that all
organic listings refer to specific chemical compounds, and that
the guidelines be re-examined in relation to the assessment pur
poses. It is further suggested that the need for identifying
"reference" stations in selected areas be assessed alonq with the
need for adequate sample storinq ("tissue banking") procedures.

The qroup further noted that there is some doubt as to the util
ity of biota as monitors of low-level envjronmental changes in
contaminant levels, i.e., where the influence of such environmen
tally induced changes in contaminant levels within the biota is
of the same maqnitude as chanqes brought about by other environ
mental and bioloqical factors. In spite of this, the Working
Group does not feel that a wholesale shift to water or sediments
as the monitors of envjronmental contamination is warranted since
we do not, as yet, have enough good (complete) data upon which to
judge the utility of the various abiotic sectors as monitors of
environmental change. As an example, the recommendation for nor
malization in the use of sediments (C.M.1989/E:2, Annex 4) is
similar to the requirement for 'normalizinq' fish (e.g., the use
of a standard- sized fish for adjusting mean contaminant esti
mates for length effects, first suggested by WGMPNA in 1981);
both are procedures that have proven themselves less than simple
in application. ObviouslY, each compartment can be used to moni
tor chanqes in contaminant levels within that particular compart
ment; it is the extrapolation to environmental contaminant levels
that is problematical.
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Due to the need for rapid response to WGEAMS's request, a telefax
(Annex 12) was forwarded. In addition to the above comments, it
is noted that:

1) Changes imposed on trend monitoring schemes (e.g., a restric
tion in the number of contaminants monitored in a particular
biological tissue) could destroy WGSATM's potential for
analysinq past-future data sets tor trends by multivariate
analysis (such as the analysis presented in Annex 8).

2) Present trend studies are in their adolescence and properly
executed, ongoing studies should continue.

3) There is a plea tor research into elucidating and modelling
processes, a need for identifying "reterence stations" tor in
tensive studY, and a possible need tor appropriate specimen
banking.

14,4.3 Pata Quality and Level ot petectable Change in Contaminant
~

Using mercury in cod liver and fish muscle as an example, some
observations on the data quality needed tor detectinq a certain
level of change are included in Annex 12: the results of this
basic example are summarised as a table in Annex 12.

14.5 Proposal tor Chairman tor the period 1990-1992'

Following nomination by Mike Nicholson, which was unanimously
supported, and lacking any other nomination, the group recom
mended that the present Chairman, Pr, Uthe, be appointed to serve
for the next three-year period.

15 RECOMMENpATIONS

1) WGSATM recommends that a Mini-symposium be held at the 1990
Statutory Meeting on the theme,"Nutrient distribution, trans
port and trends in the ICES Area."

I

2) WGSATM recommends that the paper, Annex 5, "The ettect ot ana
lytical accuracy on the power of student's t-test" by M.P.
Nicholson and J. van der Meer be brought to the specific at
tention ot all groups concerned with the monitoring of chem
ical contaminants in the marine environment.

3) WGSATM recommends that the paper, Annex 10, "Pooling may I
economize a sampling program" by Jaap van der Meer be brought
to the specific attention of all groups involved in the man-
agement of marine contaminant monitoring programmes.

4) Because of the number of items referred to WGSATM by WGEAMS,
WGSATM recommends that WGEAMS meet 1-2 weeks prior to the an
nual meeting of WGSATM.
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5) WGSATM recommends that a review on the usefulness of marine
plants as contaminant monitors be prepared by WGEAMS and MCWG
as soon as possible.

6) WGSATM recommends that the mussei sampling guidelines be con
sidered without modification for inclusion into the monitoring
guidelines with the caveat noted under Section 14.4.1 that on
going mussei studies should not be altered without careful
consideration of the effects of such alterations on the inter
pretability of the study.

7) The working Group on Statistical Aspects of Trend Monitoring
should meet at ICES Readquarters on 23-27 April 1990 to con
sider the following topics:

a) Review of the relevant sections 1989 ACMP report and the
report of the 1989 meeting of the Workinq Group on Environ
mental Assessrnents and Monitoring Strategies;

b) completion of the report on the study of trends in contami
nant levels in fish liver;

c) completion of the report on the study of CMP data for
trends in contaminants in blue mussei;

d) Consideration of rev~s~ons to sampling and analytical
guidelines for ICES Objectives 2 and 3;

e) Consideration of papers on the effects of laboratory per
formance on contaminant trends studies; and

f) Consideration of papers addressinq trends in other sub
stances, such as nutrients, and other compartments, such as
seawater, sediments and suspended particulate matter.

16 CLOSING OF THE MEETING

The Chairman thanked Dr Jaap van der Meer and the Tidal Waters
Division of Rijkswaterstaat for hosting the meeting. Re then
complimented the qroup on the intensity and productivity of
the members both at the meeting and intersessionally. The
meeting closed at 16:30 on 27 April 1989.
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ANNEX 2

WORKIBG GROUP ON TUE STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF TREND MONITORING

The Hague. 24-27 April 1989

1. Opening of the Meeting.

2. Adoption of the Agenda.

3. Review of the ACMP Report.

4. Result of analysis of CMP data fra trends in contaminants in
fish liver tissue.

5. Results of analysis of CMP data for trends in contaminants in
blue mussel.

6. Consideration of the results of trend studies in Canadian
Atlantic cod for 1977-1985 by univariate and multivariate
analyses.

7. Progress in the analysis of trends in contaminants in several
species from the same area.

8. Draft leaflets on trend monitorinq topics for pUblication in
TIMES.

9. Use of seaweeds in monitorinq non-radioactive contaminants.

10. Review of the English version of the paper by P. Gros on
statistical management of marine environmental data.

11. Review of a paper on the efficiency of pooling in Mussel
Watch Studies.

12. Effect of laboratory bias on temporal trend studies.

••

13. Sample structure for monitorinq contaminants in biota.
water and sediments.

14. Other business.

15. Recommendations.

16. Closing of the Meeting.
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ANNEX 3

ASSESSMENT OF TRENDS IN CONTAMINANTS IN FISH LIVERS
Part I: Evaluatinq Important Bioloqical Covariables

by

Mike Nicholson, Norman Green, and Simon Wilson
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FORWARD

The working Group on the Statistical Aspects of Trend
Monitoring which met in Copenhagen 12-29 April recommended
among other points to "complete the study of the CMP data
for trends in contaminants in fish liver tissue U (C.M.
1988/E:27, item 11.1). It was requested that this be
investigated by the authors of this report.

INTRODUCTION

Fish livers are often used when monitoring trends in heavy
metals and chlorinated hydrocarbons for several reasons but
mainly because this organ is readily obtainable and tends to
accumulate a number of contaminants. However the binding and
sequestration capacities of each of these or other
contaminants in livers, either alone or in cOmbination with
eachother is far from known. Phillips (1980) has written an
extensive review qualifying the problems related to
monitoring contaminants in the organism and stress the
importance of measuring lipid in the liver. Further,
organochlorines are particularly lipophilic and conversion
of concentrations from a wet weight basis to a fat weight
basis often greatly reduces the varation amongst sampies.
However lipid content, let alone lipid type, is often not
measured in conjunction with the contaminant. Hence, lipid
content is parmount in assessing contaminant found in
organism but may vary considerable in nature for example
according to: organ tissue, sex, age, trophic level, season,
water temperature, etc •• Lipid content is often only crudely
measured by weighing the extractable solids as a convenient
step in the organochlorine analysis. Some contaminants such
as DDT and Endrin even cause lipogenesis and enhance uptake
of the these contaminants. He (Phillips, 1985) emphasizes
that concentration based solelyon a wet weight basis may be
only relevent where the change in lipid content is small.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selected data

Seven ICES/JMG data sets were selected including five lCES
rectangles in the North Sea region 1981-1988. The selection
criterion was that measurements of fish length, liver weight
and fat percent were reported (Table 1). The data sets
included two round fish (Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua (=GADU)
and whiting, Merlangius merlangus (=MERL» and two flat fish
(European flounder, Platichthys flesus (=PLAT), and European
plaice, Pleuronectes platessa (=PLEU». There was
considerable variation in the biological variables length,

••
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liver (tissue) weight and (liver) fat % and weight (Table
2) •

These data sets were ana1yzed for those contaminants which
were expressed, or cou1d be expressed, on a wet weight
basis. The most abundant data is found for concentrations of
PCBs and cadmium, and less so for copper, lead, mercury and
zinc (Table 3).

Analysis

Based on previous studies (C.M.1988/E.27) fish length (L),
liver weight (W) and fat percent (F) appear to be
potentially important covariables for assessing trends in
contaminants (C) PCB and cadmium in fish liver. Table 4
presents the results from fitting the model:

1n.C = a year + alln'L + a21n'W + a31n'F + error

where the error is assumed to be Normally distributed. The
table shows the residual sums of squares (RSS) from fitting
a null model and models with years and all cOmbinations one,
two and three bio10gical variables from all data sets.
Residual sums of squares not significantly greater than that
from the full model are indicated. Subjectively, this tab1e
can be used to identify consistently good sub-models across
data sets.

The data were checked for outliers.

RESULTS and DlSCUSSlON

PCBs

Six data sets were selected. For cod col1ected from the
Oslofjord of Norway (ICES rectangles 47GO and 48GO) all the
bio10gical variables fish length, liver weight and liver fat
percent were important for predicting PCBs in cod liver
(Table 4, shown by the analysis of covariance that show that
the removal of any covariable significantly increases the
RSS). Estimates of PCB in cod from the east coast of England
indicated that only length was necessary. The differences
between the Norwegian and United Kingdom data may in part be
due to the differences in lipid content. The Norwegian cod
were co11ected from November to February and the lipid
content (weight) of some individuals was low compared to the
United Kingdom data which collected fish from July to
September (cf., Table 2.4, pers. comrn. Simon Wilson, lCES).

The lack of need of biological indicators for whiting and
flounder is probabaly due low va lues and narrow range of
liver - both tissue weight and fat - and of length. The
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sampIe sizes for these species was also small (cf., Table
3) •

Cadmium

Of the four data sets selected the two for flounder
contained insufficient data. The remaining two data sets for
cod (from the Oslofjordl indicated that liver weight was
important together with either of length or liver fat.

Copper, Mercury and Lead

Generally, there was no consistent evidence that
concentrations of these metals are affected by length, liver
weight or liver fat.

Zinc ~
There is evidence that length may be omitted from the model. •
Liver weight and liver fat both demonstrate some effect, but
this is not consistent.

REFERENCES

Phillips, D.J.H., 1980. Quantitative Aquatic Biological
lndicators (dedicated to Charlie Boyden, used by champions)
Applied Science Publishers Ltd. London. 480pp ••

Nicholson, M.D., Green, N.W. and Wilson, S.J., 1988.
Regression models for assessing trends in cadmium and PCBs
in cod liver. Report of the 1988 meeting of the Working
Group on Statistical Aspects of Trend Monitoring. lCES
C.M.1988/E:27, Annex 7. pp.62-68 (mirneo) •
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Table 1 : No's of obs by years for which tissue weight, %fat
and length are present

I 1 YEAR I
I 1-----------------------------------------------1
1 11981 11982 11983 11984 11985 11986 11987 11988 I
I 1-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----1
ISAMPLE I N I N I N I N I N I N 1 N I N I
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU34F21 .1201251251251251251 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU47GOI 101 .1 231 .1 141 .1 251 241
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU48GOI 91 181 .1 291 251 251 251 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IMERL35E61 .1 .1 101 101 .1 .1 .1 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT31F31 .1 .1 .1191 31151121 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT35F51 .1 .1 .1 261 121 101 81 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
1PLAT35F61 • I • I • I • I • 1 8 I 251 • 1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT36F61 .1 .1 .1 51 .1 31161 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
I PLAT37F81 • I • I • I • I • 1 251 251 • I
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT48GOI 81 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
1PLEU34F21 • 1 131 151 151 151 101 • 1 • I
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Table 2 ; Overall summary statistics for selected data
Table 2.1 ; Length (mm)

I MEAN FISH LENGTH I
1-------------------------------------------------/

ISAMPLE I N IMIN 1 MAX I MEAN I STD I
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------\
IGADU34F21 1451 310.0001 830.0001 506.3101 126.9621
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU47GOI 961 300.0001 1000.0001 492.9691 110.5451
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU48GOI 1311 280.0001 750.0001 420.6871 72.0251
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IMERL35E6\ 201 262.0001 352.0001 298.1501 26.4701
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT31F31 491 276.0001 399.0001 326.8571 29.229\
/--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------\
\PLAT35F51 56\ 231.000/ 353.0001 299.9641 33.2961
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F6\ 331 170.0001 380.0001 256.8481 55.654\
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT36F61 24\ 226.0001 344.0001 281.1671 25.1391
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT37F8J 50\ 150.0001 380.0001 263.2801 56.0171
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT48GOI 81 300.0001 630.0001 381.2501 106.2931
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLEU34F21 681 311.0001 600.0001 419.9851 66.2251

Tab1e 2.2 ; Liver wt (gros)

I I LlVER WEIGHT I
I 1-------------------------------------------------1
ISAMPLE I N 1 MIN I MAX I MEAN I STD I
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU34F21 1451 3.7001 303.700\ 52.2961 55.9441
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
\GADU47GOI 961 2.5001 163.300\ 22.6281 25.3851
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU48GOI 1311 2.6001 106.8001 25.7051 22.5891
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IMERL35E61 201 8.400\ 22.6001 13.3251 3.4401
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT31F3\ 491 1.6001 14.4001 7.165\ 3.0901
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F51 561 0.1001 8.8001 3.629\ 2.1191
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F61 331 0.4601 5.9201 2.3901 1.3521
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT36F61 241 0.7001 8.9001 4.3791 2.0941
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT37F81 501 0.3301 62.5001 4.9061 8.7661
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT48GOI 81 4.0001 12.0001 7.6251 3.0211
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLEU34F21 681 1.8001 75.4001 17.7121 12.3611

••
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Table 2 (cont'd!
Table 2.3 : %fat in liver

\ LlVER FAT % 1
1-------------------------------------------------1

ISAMPLE I N IMIN \ MAX ) MEAN I STD I
)--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU34F21 1451 4.7001 68.0001 34.3201 16.6181
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU47GOI 961 0.1001 67.1001 23.5231 18.4731
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU48GOI 1311 0.1001 83.2001 48.9801 20.6481
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
)MERL35E61 201 37.0001 69.5001 58.0551 9.7631
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------)
IPLAT31F31 491 2.7001 32.0001 18.5921 7.2891
)--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F51 56\ 1.0001 34.6001 10.1161 7.1351
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F6 1 331 2.1101 21.2701 8.3081 5.0971
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT36F61 241 6.6001 37.5001 23.1751 7.3691
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT37F81 501 0.2301 25.1401 7.0291 5.6791
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT48GOI 81 5.5001 23.3001 13.2131 6.7271
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLEU34F21 681 0.6701 34.0001 8.8191 7.2771

Table 2.4 : Liver fat wt (gros)

I LlVER FAT WEIGHT I
1-------------------------------------------------1

ISAMPLE I N I MIN I MAX I MEAN I STD I
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU34F21 1451 0.1851 206.5161 23.737) 32.8911
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU47GOI '961 0.0091 74.200) 7.6521 12.4111
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IGADU48GOI 1311 0.0051 74.2261 14.9401 15.5841
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IMERL35E61 201 3.8701 13.1081 7.8451 2.6681
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT31F31 491 0.0841 4.6081 1.4381 0.9921
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
)PLAT35F51 561 0.0101 2.2841 0.4341 0.4771
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT35F61 331 0.0201 0.8331 0.1981 0.1891
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT36F61 24\ 0.0731 2.3631 1.0741 0.6591
1--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT37F81 501 0.0011 1.9561 0.2931 0.3561
)--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLAT48GOI 81 0.3301 2.2561 1.0061 0.6621
\--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------1
IPLEU34F21 681 0.0151 7.2421 1.5671 1.4641
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Tab1e 3 : No's of obs by years expressed on a wet 1iver wt
basis for se1ected data

Tab1e 3.1 : PCBs (mg/kg wet wt)

1 YEAR 1
1-----------------------------------------------1
11981 11982 11983 11984 11985 11986 11987 11988 I
1-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----1

ISAMPLE 1 N 1 N I N I N 1 N 1 N I N 1 N 1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU34F21 • 1 201 251 251 251 251 251 • 1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU47GOI 101 .1 231 .1 141 .1 251 241
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU48GOI 91 181 .1 291 251 241 251 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IMERL35E61 .1 .1101101 .1 .1 .1 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
1PLAT48GO I 81 . I • I • I • I • 1 • I • I
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
1PLEU34F21 • I 131 151 151 151 10 I .1 • I

Tab1e 3.2 : Cadmium (mg/kg wet wt)

1 DAR 1
1-----------------------------------------------1
11981 11982 11983 11984 11985 11986 11987 11988 I
1-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----1

ISAMPLE I N I N I N I N I N I N 1 N 1 N 1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU47GOI101 .1231 .1141 .1251241
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IGADU48GOI 91 181 .1 291 251 251 251 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT31F31 .1 .1 ., 41 31 11 21 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT35F51 .1 .1 .1 11 41 .1 .1 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT36F61 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 11 11 .1
1--------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----I
IPLAT48GOI 81 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1

Table 3.3 : Copper (mg/kg wet wt)

I YEAR I
1-----------------1
11986 11987 11988 I
1-----+-----+-----1

ISAMPLE 1 N 1 N 1 N 1
1--------1 I 1 I
IGADU47GOI .1 251 241
1--------+-----+-----+-----1
IGADU4BGOI 251 251 .1

••
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Table 3 (cont'd)

Table 3.4 : Lead (mg/kg wet wt)

I I YEAR 1
I 1-----------------1
1 11986 11987 11988 1
1 1-----+-----+-----1
ISAMPLE 1 N I N I N I
1--------+-----+-----+-----1
IGADU47GOI .125124\
1--------+-----+-----+-----1
IGADU48GOI 251 251 .1

Table 3.5 : Mercury (mg/kg wet wt)

1 YEAR 1
1-----------1
11981 11982 1
1-----+-----1

ISAMPLE 1 N I N 1
1--------+-----+-----1
IGADU47GOI 101 .1
1--------+-----+-----1
IGADU48GO\ 51 181

Table 3.6 : zinc (mg/kg wet wt)

I YEAR I
1-----------------1
11986 11987 11988 1
1-----+-----+-----1

ISAMPLE I N I N I N I
1--------+-----+-----+-----1
IGADU47GOI .1 251 241
1--------+-----+-----+-----1
IGADU48GOI 251 251 .1
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Table 4 Results of analyses of covariance. Bold type indicates
models not significantly worse than the model of log(contaminant)
on years, length, log(liver weight) and log(fat percent) .

4.1 PCBs

Species/Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl Plat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 31F3 48GO 34F2

123 135 135 3.4 4.3 111

year 73 96 94 3.1 4.3 90

year + 1 50 71 91 2.7 4.1 90
year + w 52 66 85 3.1 4.2 90
year + f 59 41 48 3.0 3.5 70

year + 1 + f 49 32 46 2.5 3.5 70
year + 1 + w 50 65 85 2.7 3.7 87
year + f + w 52 40 48 2.8 3.5 70 •year + 1 + w + f 48 29 41 2.2 3.3 69 •residual d.f. 135 88 121 15 4 60

4.2 Cadmium

Species/Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl PIat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 31F3 48GO 34F2

77 133 3.1 1.9

year 51 78 1.5 1.9

year + 1 47 78 1.1 1.8
year + w 39 72 0.8 1.8
year + f 39 72 1.5 1.7

year + 1 + f 38 72 1.1 1.6
year + 1 + w 36 68 0.8 1.8
year + f + w 35 70 0.8 1.7

year + 1 + w + f 35 67 0.8 1.6

residual d.f. 88 122 3 4

I
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4.3 Copper

Species/Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl Plat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 31F3 48GO 34F2

12 36

year 12 9.8

year + 1 11 9.8
year + w 11 8.5
year + f 11 9.1

year + 1 + f 11 9.1
year + 1 + w 11 8.3
year + f + w 11 8.5

year + 1 + W + f 11 8.3• residual d.f. 44 45

• 4.4 Mercury

Species/Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl Plat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 31F3 48GO 34F2

2.2 11

year 2.2 10

year + 1 1.9 9.9
year + w 1.8 10
year + f 1.5 9.0

year + 1 + f 1.3 8.6
year + 1 + w 1.1 9.4
year + f + w 1.5 8.9

year + 1 + w + f 1.1 8.5

residual d.f. t 6 18

I
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4.5 Lead

Species!Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl Plat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 3lF3 48GO 34F2

14 27

year 6.6 27

year + 1 6.1 25
year + w 5.5 26
year + f 5.6 26

year + 1 + f 5.2 24
year + 1 + w 5.5 25
year + f + w 5.2 26

year + 1 + W + f 5.1 24 •residual d.f. 44 45 •4.6 Zinc

Species!Area
Gadu Gadu Gadu Merl Plat Plat Pleu

Model 34F2 47GO 48GO 35E6 31F3 48GO 34F2

5.4 34

year 4.7 7.5

year + 1 4.7 7.2
year + w 4.3 3.5
year + f 3.5 5.0

year + 1 + f 3.5 4.9
year + 1 + w 4.2 3.3
year + f + w 3.5 3.4

year + 1 + w + f 3.5 3.3

residual d.f. 44 45

I
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ANNEX 4

TREND IlEASOREMENT FROM BULKEn SAMPLES:

The Effect of Pooling on Lognormally Distributed contaminants

by

Mike Nicholson, Norman Green, and Simon Wilson

Summary

The effect of bulking tissue in which contaminant levels are
lognormally distributed is shown to be an increase in the mean and a
decrease in the power of tests to detect trends. The estimated trends
and associated regression coefficients should be unaffected. These
results are demonstrated by computer simulation using a model derived
from levels of PCBs in cod livers •

1.Introduction.

When measuring contaminant levels in fish tissues (e.g. muscle,
liver), the tissue from several fish is sometimes bulked, and the
contaminant concentration determined from the homogenised sample. This
may be done to provide sufficient material for chemical analysis, or
to reduce analytical costs.

However, this procedure could affect the statistical analysis of
the data and the estimated mean contaminant concentrations. This note
looks at the effect of bulking when concentrations within a tissue
type are lognormally distributed.

2. The Effect of Bulking on Lognormally Distributed Concentrations

Suppose x has a lognormal distribution i.e.

y = log(x) is distributed N(~cr2).

Then, following Aitchison and Brown (1957)

E[x] = exp(~+o2/2)

and

V[x] = E[x]2{exp(02-l)}

= E[xj20 2 if 0 2«1.

Let us assume that we wish to estimate ~. The usual procedure is to
analyse the logarithms of the observed x's; 1.e. from a random sample
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we calculate

Yi = log(xi)

and estimate ~ by

Suppose the n samples are randomly aggregated into b bulked samples
each consisting of r individuals; i.e.

n = rb.

If Xij is the conce~tration of the i'th individual in the j'th
homogenate and wi' 1S the corresponding weight of tissue, the
concentration in {he j'th bulked sampIe is

Writing Yb for the mean logarithrn of the concentrations in bulked
samples, then

where

Yj = log(xj)'

The expected value of Yb is given by

E[Ybl = ~ + a2~[l-~w' ,2!(1:w' ,)21!2bJ 1 1) i 1)

In the simple case where the Wij are identical, E[Yb1 is given by

E[Ybl = ~ + a 2 (l-r-1)!2

and the variance by

V[Yb 1 = cr2 !rb
cr2!n.

Hence Yb is a biased estimator of ~ when the sampIe is bulked. The
bias is positive and increases with the degree of pooling. The
standard error of Yb is not affected.

Note that when r equals 1 (no bUlking) Yb is the logarithm of the
geometrie mean. When r equals n (one homogenate) Yb is the logarithm
of the arithmetie mean.

3. Bulking Within Groups Defined by a Covariate.

Sometimes the eoneentration is related to some biologieal variable
measured on the sampling unit. For example, suppose log(concentration)
is linearly related to the length of the organism i.e.

••
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Y = a + 131.

In this case, the sampies are often bulked according to the value of
1.

Suppose we have data

11 xll xr 1

12 x12 xr 2

Ib x1b xrb

and the replicates are bulked at each length. Again,

Yj = 10g(xj)

where

and, if the Wij are identical,

E[Yjl = <l+ßl +s2(1-r-1 )/2

where 02 is the residual variance. Hence the intercept is affected by
bulking, but not the slope.

These results are demonstrated by a computer simulation study. 25
samples of a lognormally distributed variable with

E[log(Xij») 1 + 1

V[log(xij) )1) 0.52

and Wij w

were generated in blocks of 5 at each of

1 = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The empirical standard deviations are very similar, and as predicted,
so are the slopes. The intercept from the bulked analysis has
increased, and equals the predicted value

The intercept and slope from a regression of log (x) on 1 were
estimated both from the individual data and from the "bulked" data.
This process was repeated 500 times. The means and standard deviations
of the empirical distributions of the estimates were

intercept st.dev.

I Individual data

Bulked data

1.01

1.10

0.22

0.23

slope st. dev.

1.00 0.07

1.00 0.07
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4. Application to Trends in PCBs Measured in Bulked Cod Livers.

In practice, the Wij will not be identical. Also, bulking will be
for fish of similar, but not identical, lengths.

For example, within the ICES Coordinated Monitoring Programme,
sampies are length stratified and consist of 25 fish, 5 in each of 5
length intervals defined to have equal width on a logarithrnic scale.
Liver weights vary and tend to increase with fish length. For some
contaminants, e.g. PCBs, concentration is also related to the amount
of fat in the liver (Nicholson et al, 1988).

Since the range of the bio10gical variables will be reduced by
bulking, its effect should be to reduce the precision of an analysis
of covariance using these variables.

To assess the effect of bulking on this monitoring programme a
second computer simulation study was carried out. Using Norwegian cod
data collected in the inner Oslofjord, the following relationships
were established for concentrations of PCBs in the cod liver:

a + 0.0061 - 0.64log(w) +0.70log(%f) + EC
EC distributed N(0,0.58 2)

-2.8 + 0.0191 - 0.00001312 + Ew
Ew distributed N(0,0.60 2)

%f 100(-2.5 + 0.68w + Ef)~W

Ef distributed N(0,3.0 )

Where concentration is in mg/kg wet liver weight,l is length in
millimetres, w is liver wet weight in grams and %f is the percentage
liver fat.

These relationships were used to simulate a sampling programme to
measure the difference in contaminant levels between two years.

The intercept, a, was set to give an average concentration of PCBs
of 0.10 mg/kg in the first year, and va1ues in the range 0.10 to 0.27
mg/kg in the second year.

An annual sampie consisted of 25 fish, five per length group. The
length groups had equal widths on a log-scale, with end points
(280,341,425,506,616,750). Lengths within a length group were
generated from a uniform distribution followed by the corresponding
liver weights, percentage liver fats and concentrations of PCBs.

A sampie was generated for each of two years and an analysis of
covariance of log(concentration) on 1, log(w), log(%f) and years
carried out on the individual data and on the data bulked within
length groups. The estimated parameters were the intercept in the
first year, the difference in the intercepts (trend), and the
regression coefficients for 1, 10g(w) and log(%f) •

••
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This was repeated 100 times for a range of differences between the
mean concentrations in each year.

5. Resu1ts of Simulation of Trend Measurements on bulked Data.

BUlking effects were measured in two ways: the first looked at
changes in the power of the test for the presence of a year effect;
the second looked at bias and precision of the estimated parameters.

Figure 1 shows the power at a 95% significance level for the
analyses of the individual and bulked data. An empirically smoothed
curve has been drawn through the simulated values.

Figure 2 shows the mean of the estimates of the intercept in the
first year banded by 95% tolerance limits.

Figure 3 shows the means of the estimated difference in the
intercepts banded by 95% tolerance limits.

Figure 4 shows the means of, for example, the estimated length
regression coefficient and 95% tolerance limits.

6. Discussion.

The simulated results of Section 5 agree with the theoretical
results of Sections 2 and 3. Trends and regression coefficients have
been estimated without bias, but the mean contaminant level has
increased due to bulking.

Power is reduced by bulking. As revealed by the widths of the
empirical tolerance intervals of the estimated parameters, the
reduction due to the decrease in the degrees of freedom is made worse
by the effect of bulking the biological variables.

These results agree with an assessment of the effect of bulking on
trends in cadmium levels in lobsters (Anon, 1986). This study randomly
sub-sampled a large data set to compare results from individual
analyses with those from two degrees of bulking. The power of
significance tests of year effects and regressions of log (length) were
affected, but as here, trends and regression coefficients were
estimated without bias. However, because of the reduced power of the
tests, the trends and regression coefficients were more likely to be
not significantly different from zero.

The implication for trend monitoring is that the method of data
collection, the method of statistical analysis and the resulting
estimates are inseparable. If there is bulking, then if it is
consistent from year to year, the appearance of trends will not be
unduly affected, although they may be less precisely estimated than
from unbulked data •

If bulking has not been done consistently, the situation is more
complicated. A more complex statistical analysis would be necessary to
adjust estimates for bulking, but this would require the weights of
each contributing tissue.
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ANNEX 5

THE EFFECT OF ANALYTICAL ACCURACY ON
THE POWER OF STUDENT'S TWO-SAMPLE t-TEST

by

M.D. Nicholson and J. van der Meer
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Summary

Analyses of contaminant trend data assume that the level
(eg concentration) of contaminant in a sample is observed
without measurement error. In practice, the analytical method
will have a certain precision, and may also be biased.
Precision is defined as the standard deviation applicable to
replicated chemical analyses; bias is the true concentration
minus the mean concentration of replicate analyses.

Low precision and bias will have an adverse effect on
statistical tests of significance. They will tend to change
the notional significance level and to decrease the power of
the test.

The effects of precision and bias are demonstrated by the
change in performance of Student's two-sample t-test. The
implications of pooling samples prior to chemical analysis
are also considered. These results are illustrated for trend
assessments of lead and copper concentrations in Mytilus
edulis using data from the leES cooperative monitoring
programme and an international intercalibration exercise for
metals in biota.

1. Two-Sample t-Test.

Suppose we have two Normally distributed populations.
Using the usual notation, the two-sample t-statistic is

t = (x,-x2)/[s(1/n,+1/n2)'/2]

which can be written

where
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Here u is a unit Normal random variate, X2 is a
chi-squared variate with f=n,+n2-2 degrees of freedom,
and d is the non-centrality parameter. (Note that there are
different express ions for di see Johnson and Kotz, 1970). For
convenience, we assume ~'~~2 and d~O.

We write ted) to signify that, in general, the
distribution of the t-statistic depends upon the value of d.

The power of the two-tailed t-test at the 5% level of
significance for a given value of d is

P[d] = Prob[lt(d)l>to.~~5]

where tO.~~5 is defined by

Prob[lt(0)I>to.~~5] = 0.05.

P[d] increases monitonically with d.

2. Effect of Precision and Bias on Power.

2.1 Effect of Precision on Power.

The variance of an observed value of x will be

o2(1+k2 ), say

where k=op/o and Op is the precision of the analytical
method.

The non-centrality parameter becomes

and since

d/(1+k')'/2 d

P[d!(1+k')';2] ( P[d].

Hence analytical variabilty decreases statistical power.
However, since

e
•
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P[0!(1+k'),/a = prOlo

the size of the test is unaltered.

Figure 1 shows P[d!(1+k'),/al plotted against (~,-~a)!a
for k = 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 for at-test with 10
observations from each population and a 5% significance
level.

2.2 Effect on Power when Bias is Fixed.

Suppose there are fixed analytical biases of b, and b a
in populations 1 and 2 respectively.

The non-centrality parameter becomes

d+db

where

The effect of bias will depend upon the values of b, and
b a •

Consider three simple cases:

In this case, db=O and the bias in each population cancels.
The test will be unaffected.

ie P[d+dbl = P[dl.

(2) b,= b ba=-b where b is positive.

In this case bias will make the populations appear to be
further apart.
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(3) b,=-b b a = b where b is positive.

In this case the power will not increase monotonically with
d, or be consistently greater!less than P[d].I
ie P[d+dbl P[d+2b!{a(1!n,+1!na»l

> p[dl.
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ie P[d] = P[d-2b/{a(1/n,+1/n2)}]

P[d] when 0<d<b/{a(1/n,+1/n2)}

< P[d] when d>b/{a(1/n,+1/n2)}'

Figure 2 shows P[d+db] plotted against (~'-~2)/a for
these three cases with, for example, b/a=±0.5.

2.3 Effect when Bias is Variable.

In practice, the biases associated with each population
will relate to different laboratories or to the same
laboratory operating at different times.

Thus instead of being equal, or equal with opposite signs,
the biases are likely to be independent with values drawn
from some probability distribution. i.e. the non-centrality
parameter

d-db

is a random variable, and

t(d-db}

is drawn from a compound non-central t-distribution. The
form of this distribution will depend upon the distributions
of b, and b 2 (and hence of db). In the simple case, the
two biases might reasonably be Normally distributed and
centered on zero.

e

•

2.4 Effect of Pooling SampIes on Power.

When n,=n2=n, the effect of precision and bias
is to change the power of the test from

Figure 3 shows P(d-db), the power when there is random
bias, when the standard deviation of the random bias within a
population, ab' takes the values ab/a = 0, 0.25,
0.5 and 1.0. As ab/a increases, the probability of
incorrectly concluding that there is a significant difference
increases, and conversely, as the means become widely
separated, the power of the test is reduced.

to

P[d]

P[(d+db)/(1+k'}'/2]
I
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where the test has 2(n-1) degrees of freedom.

If the n animals are bulked into nh homogenates each
containing n~ individuals (i.e. n=nhn~) the power of
the test is still

P[d]

which is changed under the influence of precision and bias to

P[(d+db)/(1+n~k')"2]

with 2(nh-1) degrees of freedom. Thus pooling reduces power
both by increasing the effect of op and decreasing the
degrees of freedom.

3. Application to Assessment of Trends in Mytilus edulis.

3.1. Data.

To assess of the effect of analytical variability on trend
measurement data have been selected from the ICES Cooperative
Monitoring Programme (ICES, 1984) and the report of the
seventh ICES intercalibration for trace metals in biological
tissue (Berman and Boyko, 1987).

Concentrations of copper and lead were observed in
Mytilus edulis collected in ICES area 31F2 during 1986.
Each metal was measured four times on a pooled sarnple of
animals. The numbers of animals in each pooled sampie ranged
from 55 to 170. The means and standard deviations of
concentration in an individual were estimated to be

47

Mean (mg/kg)

s.d.

Copper

5.73

27.9

Lead

0.920

0.718

I
Information on possible laboratory precision and bias was

obtained from Berman and Boyko (1987). A number of
laboratories made replicate analyses of several metals in a
variety of sampie types in 1985 and again in 1986. The metals
included copper and lead, and the sampie types included
Mytilus edulis. For copper and lead the notional true
concentrations were similiar to the mean levels observed in
ICES area 31F2:
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True Concentration
(mg/kg)

. Copper

7.3

Lead

1.7

A measurement made at a particular time is assumed to have
a standard deviation Op and bias b. Further, b is assumed
to vary in time with mean ~b and standard deviation ab.

Columns 1,2 and 3 of Table 1 gives the estimates of Op,
ab and ~b for each metal and laboratory for which there
were data. Column 4 gives a measure of accuracy, the
combined effect of precision and bias (Nicholson, 1989). Here
accuracy is defined as

3.3 Simulated Effect of Analytical Accuracy on Trend
Assessment.

Column 5 of Table 1 gives the results of a computer
simulation study to assess the potential effect of the
measured accuracies of the different laboratories.

A monitoring programme for concentrations of copper and
lead at levels similar to those observed in Mytilus in lCES
area 31F2 was assumed to consist of annual sampies of 125
individuals bulked into 5 homogenates of 25 animals. For each
laboratory the annual mean was assumed to have changed in a
direction unfavourable to its estimated fixed bias. The
magnitude of the change was chosen so that the power of the
test would be 90% if bias and precision were zero.

4. Discussion.

The targets for analytical accuracy are often defined only
in terms of the replicate variabilty observed within a
laboratory over a short time interval. However, bias also
makes a contribution to analytical noise, and may in fact
have a more adverse effect than poor precision (Nicholson,
1989). Targets should therefore be defined for both precision
and bias, either separately or as some compound quantity such
as accuracy.

As shown in Table 1, bias is not a fixed quantity
associated with a laboratory, but may fluctuate with time.

I

I
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This implies that the analytical accuracy applicable to a
laboratory should not be measured from the results of a
single experiment or from data collected over a short time
interval.

lt can be difficult to choose a target for accuracy. One
criterion is that analytical accuracy should be sufficiently
good not to influence the interpretation of data from
monitoring programmes.

The results of our simulation study show that the
permitted accuracy depends very much on the level of
variability of the contaminant in the population. Thus for
copper, for which variability in the population was large,
even very poor accuracy had little effect on the power of the
test. For lead, where variability was low, power was severely
affectedi either power was low, or appeared to be high but in
fact a decrease in concentration was being reported as a
significant increase (marked * in Table 1).
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Table 1. Summary of analytical characteristics by laboratory
and metal.

Copper

Laboratory 0 .. ab }.lb %accuracy Power

1 0.33 0.01 -0.27 13 89
2 0.49 0.00 0.33 18 88
3 0.40 0.56 -0.60 27 87
4 0.14 0.08 -0.23 8 89
5 0.74 0.26 -0.67 31 85
6 0.28 0.19 0.28 13 88
7 0.18 0.27 -0.37 14 88
8 0.74 1.42 1.19 60 80
9 0.20 0.10 0.24 9 88

ILead

Laboratory 0 .. ab }.lb %accuracy Power

1 0.15 0.36 -0.02 43 63
2 0.20 0.66 -0.01 74 74*
3 0.10 0.56 -0.58 90 78*
4
5 0.16 0.25 -0.25 44 43
6 0.79 0.47 1.52 176 53*
7
8
9 0.39 0.47 1. 75 157 89*
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ANNEX 6

THE EFFECT OF DEPURATION ON MUSSEL ANALYSES

by

Narman W. Green

•
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1. Abstract

The procedure agreed apon by JMP for pretreatment of mussels calls for
12-24 hour depuration period to allow for discharge of pseudo-faeces
(leES, 1986). This paper presents results that indicate that at least
for one of the three JMP-regions in Norway this step is not necessary.

2. lntroduction and Purpose

Depuration is considered important in pretreatment of mussel samples
presumably because contaminant bound particles found in the gut may
result in artificially high determinations. Therefore, depuration is
particularly important for mussels collected in waters with high total
suspended matter (TSM). The TSM that is not ingested in the mussels
(i.e. pseudo feces) is not relevant when assessing trends. Oepuration
in some cases significantly increases the pretreatment work load:
reQuiring: intensive cleaning of the aquariums and related material.
transportation of this eQuipment to the field, collection of ambient
seawater and the availability electricity and cooling facilities.

3. Materials and Methods

To test the effect of depuration on mussel (Mytilus edulis) samples
were collected from the S0rfjorden and the Hardangerfjord (JMP areas
63 and 62, respectively) on the West coast of Norway (Figure 1). These
areas are largely influenced by heavy metal discharges primarily
originating at the head of the S0rfjord, in particular cadmium,
mercury, lead and zinc. The effect of some discharge metals can be
traced over 100km away to the outer regions of the Hardangerfjord.

Ouring October 1988 mussels were collected from 0-2m depth at two
stations: St.6 Kvalnes in the inner S0rfjorden and St.15 Vikingneset
in the Hardangerfjorden (Fig.l). About 100 individuals were collected
for each
of three size intervals: 2-3, 3-4 and 4-5cm. Fifty individuals in each
size interval were depurated and the remaining fifty were kept cool
and dry until the soft parts were removed. Each subsample of fifty
was split in two eQual parts as parallel samples.

Two twenty liter aquariums were used for depuration. These and
perforated polythylene trays and airng rods were cleaned before hand
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in nitric acid and rinsed in turn by desti11ed water. acetone and
cyc10hexane. respective1y. The aquariums were p1aced in the coo1ing
room (~50C). tor each station the aquariums were fi11ed with surface
seawater co11ected in the vicinity of the musse1 bed and the three
sizes of musse1 were p1aced on the tray about 5cm be10w the water
level. The mussels were 1eft in the aquariums 12-15 hours being
airiated continuous1y. After this time the musse1s (inc1uding the non
depurated ones) were kept a1ive under cool and dry conditions unti1
dissection of the soft tissue within 5-6 days after col1ection. The
samples were then frozen.

The soft tissue samp1es were ana1yzed for cadmium, copper, mercury.
lead and zinc. The method of chemica1 analysis has been described
elsewhere (Green 1987).

Statistica1 analysis emp10yed the princip1e of reduction of the
residual sum of squares (Weisberg 19851. A regression model was fitted
for the log contaminant concentrations and indicator variables for
station (2), size (3) and depuration (2).

4. Results and Discussion

The concentrations of metals found in the musse1s tissues are shown in
Appendix Tab1e A. The resu1ts from the statisitcal analyse (Tab1e 1)
indicated that the effect of samp1ing site is significant for all
metals, i.e., mercury, cadmium, copper, lead and zinc (higher
concentrations are found in S0rfjorden) and for lead and zinc the
effect of shell 1ength was significant (concentrations generally
increased with 1ength). The effect of depuration was not found
significant in any case.

Total suspended matter (TSM) in the surface waters of these fjord
regions is re1ative1y low. The highest va1ues are found at the head of
the S0rfjord and varied from 0.2 to 0.9 mg/liter during June and
September 1987 and tebruary 1988 (Skei, pers. medd. 1989). This
rough1y compares to another JMP area in Norway, the Oslofjord region,
which has 0.3-1.7 mg/liter August 1988 (Skei, pers. medd. 1989). These
ranges are considerab1y lower than areas near the mouth of
considerab1e river runoff such as near the mouth of the Rhine or Ems
a10ng the Netherlands coast where depuration may have significant
inf1uence on the contaminant content in the musse1. trom 0 to 10 km
from the Nether1and coast the mean TSMs were found to be 48-91
mg/liter. But 70 km from the coast the mean TSMs were much lower «3
mg/liter) and com~arab1e to Norwegian conditions (JMG. 1989).

•
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5. Conclusion

This study indicated that depuration has no statistical significance
on the concentrations of mercury, cadmium, copper lead and zinc in
mussel collected in S0rfjord and Hardangerfjord. The level of TSM in
S0rfjord is low. It is suggested that depuration may be excluded
from pretreatment steps in mussel monitoring in cases where there is
reasonable evidence that it has no bearing in the results.
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Figure 1. Map of mussel (Mytilus edulisl sampling stations in the
S0rfjorden and Hardangerfjorden of Norway. •



Table 1. The effect of co11ection site (2 stationsl. mussel length
(three size categories: 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5cml, and
depuration using the princip1e of the reduction of the
residual sum of squares (RSS) based on log'e (metal in ppm
dry weightl
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df Hg Cd Cu Pb Zn

•

----------------------------------------------------------------
RSS
Whole model 19 0.22092 0.47834 0.44574 1. 38950 0.36543

Effect of:
stati on (stl 20 5.3410 29.322 1.72895 17 .8786 5.9895
length (lgl 21 0.26684 0.62617 0.57816 2.4914 0.56571
deputation (dp) 20 0.23321 0.49443 0.44583 1.39136 0.36828

19 + dp 22 0.27914 0.64225 0.57825 2.4932 0.56856
st + dp 21 5.3533 29.338 1. 72903 17.8805 5.9923

F-va1ue
station (st) 1 440.347 1145.690 54.698 225.472 292.415
length (19) 2 1. 975 2.936 2.822 7.534 5.207
deputation (dp) 1 1.057 0.639 0.004 0.025 0.148
19 + dp 3 1.669 2.190 1.883 5.031 3.520
st + dp 2 220.703 573.163 27.351 112.749 146.280

Stati stica1 significance
station (st) 1 *** *** *** *** ***
length (1g) 2 ns ns ns ** **
deputation (dp) 1 ns ns ns ns ns
19 + dp 3 ns ns ns ** *
st + dp 2 *** *** *** *** ***
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Table A. Concentrations (ppm dry weight) of mercury (Hg), cadmium
(Cd), copper (Cul. lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) in blue mussel
Mytilus edulis collected at St.6 Kvalnes in the inner
S~rfjord and St.15 Vikingn~set in the Hardangerfjorden,
October 1988. Three shell length intervals were collected
at each station: 2-3, 3-4. and 4-5cm. Two samples of
approximately 25 indiviudals were depurated (01 and two
samples of approximately 25 individuals were not depurated
(N) .

Station Test Hg Cd Cu Pb Zn
Size Count

----------------------------------------------------------------
St.6. Kvalnes. S~rfjorden

2-3 cm 0 25 0.42 56.1 6.71 17.2 346
25 0.38 59.9 8.54 19.7 482

N 25 0.37 55.4 8.18 16.0 369 e25 0.34 51.0 8.29 15.3 337

3-4 cm 0 25 0.34 53.4 6.56 19.2 423
25 0.41 55.0 7.57 24.0 437

N 25 0.37 53.1 6.69 22.7 478
25 0.34 50.6 6.98 17.7 368

4-5 cm 0 25 0.32 53.4 8.73 12.4 343
25 0.37 56.3 7.00 21.7 398

N 25 0.34 52.7 8.61 25.7 452
25 0.45 59.3 11.5 33.0 505

St.15. Vikingneset, Hardangerfjorden
2-3 cm 0 25 0.18 5.14 7.06 2.71 133

25 0.16 5.46 4.95 2.64 125
N 25 0.16 4.82 4.97 2.39 127

25 0.15 4.34 4.75 2.03 129

3-4 cm 0 25 0.15 6.51 4.44 4.48 166
25 0.12 5.30 4.08 3.13 162

N 25 0.13 6.54 4.93 3.81 177
25 0.15 7.22 4.73 6.14 182

4-5 cm 0 25 0.15 9.06 5.17 6.49 196
25 0.16 7.14 5.84 5.52 150

N 25 0.14 8.59 5.36 5.63 202
25 0.12 4.96 3.76 3.50 135
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ANNEX 7

ON HULTIVARIATE AND UNIVARIATE ANALYSES OF VARIANCE

by

R.K. Misra, J.F. Uthe, and W. Vynke*

Marine Chemistry Division
Physical and Chemical 5ciences Branch
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

P.O. Box 550, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 257

Summary

Aseries of univariate analyses of variance A~OVA) performed on data on

several dependent variables, Yi, is of severely restricted scope as it will

ignore correlations among Yi. Multivariate analysis of variance (MA~OVA) is

the appropriate analysis of data where Yi are mutually correlated. Coml~rison

of ANOVA and MANOVA techniques is presented through (a) a brief review of

fu~OVA and MANOVA models and (B) their application to data on trace metal (Cu

and Zn) levels in individual flounder caught in 1981 and 1903 off the Belgian

coast (ICES rectangle 31F2). Individual values of Yl and Y2 were shuffled to

achieve the following three values of tlleir coefficient of correlation, (1)

high and positive, (2) near zero, and (3) high and negative. In case (2),

ANOVA and MANOVA outcomes were consistent with each other, neither analysis

identifying differences between year-means. In cases (1) and (3) this

difference was identified by MANOVA as highly significant whereas the ANOVA

outcome was exactly the same as case (2) •

• Station dE" pp.che,.O'itf"T1de J P;plgium.
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lntrndudlon

Spver'al books on mulli'driule slalistics are now 6voilable. See, e,g,

Kshirsagar (1972), Bock (1975), Harris (1975), Kendall and SIewart

(1976),Morrison (1976), Mardia et al. (1979), Srivastava and Carter (1983),

BI'''Y "nd ~a,w"ll (1986), and Johnson and "iehern (1988), Harris (1975) an-I

Bray and Maxwell (1986) were used partieularly heavily in the preparation of

thi 5 p'resentation. An assortment of deseripthe and inferential teclmiques.

hmwn as mnltivarilllp slalisties, has be€'n dev€'!oped 10 analyse dala Sf'ts

cOllsistillg or m IJredictor (also called independent, dass ur classific<ltioll,

ImB"al",', group, ..Ie.) vartables and p outeomp (also eall ..d d ..p€'nd ..nl,

response, criterion, ete.) variables. Various statistieal teclmiques are

dist inguisheu priOlorily on lhe sizes of m and p. However, expllclt labeling

of tltese as "univariate" or "multivöriate" is problematic since COllllUon uSdge

is not tOllsistent wlth logie (Harris 1975). For example, if we imply that

multivariate I ..ehniques are applieu 10 situations involving Iwo or more

Jepclldelll llIedSUn,s (such <15 cOllf<1ll1inallls) fhen mul tilJle linear regressioll

(MLR) is not a mul tivariate proeedure, whieh is counter to common practice,

(e.g. Lassen 1983). Again, considering that measures such as age, sex, and

year are prediclor variables analysis of variance (fu~OVA) is a special

case or HLR. However, AXOVA is almost invariably labeled as a univariale

analysis, probab!y because researchers who conduct laboratory experiments

gave this label a long time ago (Harris 1975).

Analysis of eovarianee (ANCOVA), model 2, as reeommended by the

International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES 1987a) as the

_talistieal proeenure of analysing for trends over tim€' in eontaminant

concentrations in fish stocks from selected areas, is only an ANOVA where

predletor ~ariables are a mixture or elass (year) and measured (length)

variables. In this presentation we label analysis of variance as univariale
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AI>OVA when it ~lJlploys only one eriterion variable, Y (Le. p = 1) ami as

""ullhullal,, A,O\''\ Ul' flN\O\'A wlten it employ~ t ..o ur mo,'" cl'U"rlun vdn1ibl,,~,

Yi, i = 1, ..... , P (1' 1. 2).

The Need for Multivariate Analysis

Complexity of a seientifie inquiry frequently requires an investigator

to colleet observations on several variables, Yi, tak"l1 Oll individual

~llhj..ch. ""mernu~ data ...t. coll ..et ..d "n contRmindnt ]e".. I. in footl fi.h,

inr:lwling (a) sixty-l..u (53 metal and 9 ('rganocltlcrille) data sets on

cnntaminant. in fi.h muscle tissue, analysed (lCES 1987b, 1989) 'Inder the lCES

Cooperative Monitoring Programme (CMP) and (b) contaminant concentration data

on Can.ldidn Atlantie eod (Gadus morhua) of SeoH et a1. (1981), ar'e eOlJllJlon

exanlpl~s of data emplojed in time trelld mouitoring programmes (ICES 1982)

de\eloped 1y tlte lCES Advisory Committee on Marine Pollution (AOIP) for fish

and shellfish. On each fish several criterion variables (contaminants) are

lllt.:.lsureU simul tuneous Ir. T1iese \ aria1Jles ure. geuerull,}', cOl'l'eldleu mutually.

For' data of this type, multivariate statistical approaches are favoured as

refleet ..d in the following statements

Aseries of univariate statistical analyses carried

out separately for each of the variables is, in

general, not adequate as it ignores the correlations

among the variables. It may even be misleading

sometimes. On the contrary, multivariate analysis can

throw light on the relationships, interdependence ,

and relative importance of the eharaeteristics

invnlv"d and yield more m..aningful information, in

general. (Kshirsagar 1972)
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•••••••••... researehers in all of the seienees 

ucl!u\ltJl'dl. Livluglc1.11. ur P:1Js~cdl - hu\~ lou~ ~illCt=

aballlioned sole relianee on tha c1assie univariate

design for very exeellent reasons. (Harris 1975)

Bock (1975) notes that (a) Multivariate statistieal methous are emphasizE>d

beeause they make it possible to eneompass all da ta from an investigation in

on" F'n"ly~i~. (h) Thi~ IIppro"ch re~lIlt~ in 11 c\ellrer. hetter org"ni7er!

dccuun'l cf the iU\t'~tig,üions thall (10 piece medl aualyses of yürtions of the

dal". ConcE>rning thE> appliration of multivariatE> statistics in the brhavioral

seiences, Bray and Maxwell (1982) note that it appears that this will be the,

"dominant methou of andlysis in the future".

Tbe example on flounuer presented laler in the text would show lhat ~hen

eriterion variables (eontamiuanls) are eorrelaled, temporal variatiuns are

identifiable by MANOVA but not by ANOVA. In this sense univariate analyses

can 1>,. misleading. >;cVf'rthel!'ss, total rejcetion of unIvariate proce<.lures in

favour of the multivariate proeedure may be neither sensible nor desirable in

the time trend investigations whieh involve eomparisons of mean contaminant

values. Missing observations (partieularly when there are several of them, as

is the ease in many of the CMP data sets) virtually destroy multivariate

analysis. Univariate analysis may be employed when the manager is interested

in , primarily or exclusively, tracking temporal variations of individual

eontaminants or of a speeifie eontaminant. Supplementing univariate analysis

with a multivariate analysis would make a good strategy. Tbe two proeedures

provide different perspeetives on temporal variations. In cases where the

outeomE>s of the two analysE>s yield eontradieting inferenees, the investigator

may (1) exercise cautlon in making conclusions from Wlivariate analyses and

(2) supplE>mE>nt these analyses by an extension to the multivariate level (a) to •
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examine the signitieanee of individual euntaminants in the multivariate

cUhljJl~x dlltl (b) lest 101' sensibi~ bioehemieai mudels Uasetl upon eompusites of

eontaminants

ANOVA and MANOVA

The MANOVA eoneept is a straightfor~ard extension of ANOVA where the

number (p) of dependent variables is two or more, Multivariate anal~'sis of

covariane" ('1\'\rO\'\) is an pxtpndpd form of A'\CO\'A and consists cf the ~I.\\O\'.\

of Yi, i = 1, .••••• P values eorreeted fU1' vdriations in the eU\ariute (e.g.

lpngth) X hdspd on regressions of Yi on X. step 1 of A'lOVA tpsts the overall

null hypothesis (Ho) of equality of means of populations (years). This may be

sUjJplemented by step 2 ..hieh tests the signifieance of specifie eompurisons

(eontrasts) among group means sueh as the differenee between medns of t..u

yedrs. tin,e trends, seeond degree terms of deviations from the time trend.

~~NOVA also tests the overall Ho and evaluates mean differenees among groups

but in duing so it consitl"rs currelatiolls amu"g 1"i "aridbl~s b:; <1"<1i:;sing

these simultaneously rather than ignoring these correlations by analysing one

Yi at a time whieh is how ANOVA will handle p (1 2) variables Yi. As an added

bonus in MANOVA. eontrasts of step 2 ean be defined not only for group means

of Yi but also for group means of linear eombinations of Yi. e.g. time trends

of the differenee, Yl - Y2. in addition to time trends of eaeh. An exposure

of mathematieal models of ANOVA and MANOVA and their applieations on data will

explain these features more elearly. In order to keep the mathematieal tedium

at its bare minimum. we present these models for the case of two populations

(years) based upon two eriterion variables, Yl and Y2. For applieations of

these proeedures we eonsider data on traee metal levels in individual fish

provided by ICES (see format in ICES 1986). A detailed aeeount of the

screening of data on Cu. Zn, Hg. and length observed in individual eod and
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flounder (ICES rectangle 31F2) is given in Misra et al. (1988). Individual

lish specimells were sorteu by the qualilying items. (i) tissue type, "muscle",

(ii) analysis type. "individual". and (iii) for contaminant concentrations in

an individual; qualifier code was "=" (as opposed to less than or greater

than). basis o (wet) and unH = 0 (mg·kg-1). In this presentation we used a

part of this data set. viz. observations on Cu (11) and Zn (12) of flounuer

caught in 1981 and 1983. Data were transformed to common logarithms and are

shown in Table 1.

In the single classification ANOVA the groups are formed by one

classification variable with K levels (for the flounder data of this

presentation the classification variable is year with K = 2). For a criterion

variable. li. the ANOVA model is given as

lijc = aij + eijc. (1)

where

j = 1. K and c 1....... nj

nj = the number of individuals in group j and

aij = population mean of li for year j.

It is stipulated that Yi ",alue for an individual is represented by the mean of

the group it belongs to. Any discrepancy between an individual observation

ilnd the group IDedn is attributed as "error". Mean dij is usually unknown and

is estimated by the sampie mean Yij for year j. Estimate eijc (we denote i t

as Vijc for typing convenience) of error for individual c in year j on

variable Yi is given as

Vijc = Yijc - Yij

For example. for variable 11 of individual 1 of year 1

VIII = Ylll - Yll

(2)
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"biel\ = 2.602 - 2.524 ('r 0.07A (Tabl~ 1) oln<l. similarly for Hs Y2.

V211 = 4.120 - 4.011 or 0.109 (3)

It is obvious that these Vijc terms, when summed for all individuals of Cl

group on a Yi will add to zero, i.e.

for a given and j. For Yi sum of square (SS) errors,

2
SSWi IVijc

j,c

2
or I(Yijc -Yij)

j,c
(4)

provides an index of the magnitude of error and is referred to as SS within
2

groups. Estimate si of variance of random variable eijc is given by
K

SSWi/(n - K), where n = Inj
j=l

is the total number of observations. For the data of Table I,

"1 = 19, "2 = 25, ,,= 44, K = 2,
2 2

SSW1 = 0.31818, SSW2 = 1.33176, SI 0.0076 and s2 0.0317 (5)

Overall Ho for ANOVA model (1) on Yi is

ai1 = ai2(= ••••••• =aik) (6)

as opposed to the alternative hypothesis H1 which says that at least two group

(year) means are not equal. lf Ho is true then there is obviously no need for

using separate parameters aij for years. So we reduce model (1) to the model

where all aij are assigned a common value (ai) for variable Yi. This ai is

estimated as the grand mean Yi of an n observations regardless of group.

Error for individual c in group j is then given as

Vijc = Yijc - Yi (7)

Sum of squured value of these errors is referred to as total sunl of squares
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(SSTi) nnd the differenre. SSTi - SSKi as beheen group stlm 01 squares (SSßi).

SSlii and SSBi are the "wlexplained" (by the model) alld "explained" compollellts

of the total variation. SSTi on Yi. F test of Ho is based on lIlI' comparison

of SSBi with SSWi and is given by

Fi = SSBiLi.!i=!l
SSWi/(n-K)

In the MA~OVA model variables Yi are analjised simultaneously. so that overall

Ho is

all a12(= ••• = alK), and

ort in vector notation,

~1 = ~2(=····= ~) (9)

where ~i is a column vector of p elements. H1 of (9) is that group means are

not all equal on at least one Yi variable. Note that a test of Ho of (9),

based on separate ~';OVAs of 11 and 12. will employ sum of squared errors,
2 2

~V1jc and ~V2jc on Yl and Y2. but not their sum of products (SPI2) which is

~V1jc·V2jc. In MANOVA, SSWi, SSTi and SSBi of separate ANOVAs are replaced by

matrices 11', T and B, respectively, where

r
SSWI ,po,,] rSSTl SPTl21

11' T
LSPW12 SS1I'2 lSPT12 SST2 J

r33Tl - 3SWI SPT12 - SPWl21 •and D T - Ii or l SPT12 - - SSW2 ISPW12 SST2
J
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T~lP matrix 'll1alug cf "Betwel?'n"/"\Ht.hin" is B·W-1 where \\:-1 is thp. inverse of \\.

matrix (ndmed equation (10». The sum of pC'oduets is elosely related to the

correlation bet"een YI and Y2 as can be seen, e.g. from the follo"ing

computation for the estißlate of the pooled within group coefficient of

cocTelation (rt2) uetween YI and Y2:

r12 SPWI2/(SSW1'SSW2)~ whieh also equals

CuvurLmce (Y1, Y2)/ [\'ariallee (YI)' \'ariallce(Y2)] ~ (11)

Fc'um (10) illld (11) it. is oLvious lhat when Yi vadaLles al'e highl) <;orrelateu,

SPI2 will have a large influence on the test of 110 , To demollstrate this on

the flounder data of Tabte 1 we analysed these by MANOVA and two separate

AXO\'As three times. Eaeh time (a) we did not change the dat.a set Hself, i.e.

we used the same YI alld Y2 va lues as shown in TaLle I so thal means, ranges

and variances of YI and Y2 remained the same, but (b) structure of the data

was ehangeu by shuffling values of Y1 and Y2 between individuals so that

correlation, 1"12, changeu. Values uf puoleu "Hhin gl uup C'12 geller'aleu

were +0.98 (+ve and high). -0.10 (as close to zero as we could get with these

data) and -0.97 (-ve and high). Probability (P) levels of significance in

tests of univariate Ho were 0.86 and 0.22 for Yl and Y2, respectively. There

was thus no evidence against 110 (recall that the convention is to reject 110

when P i 0.05). As expeeted, these P values for separate A,OVAs stayed the

same for all three data sets. The findings of MANOVA, however, were

consistent with those of separate ANOVAs only in case 2 (where r12 was near

zero) with P = 0.46. Multivariate 110 was rejected over"helmingly (P = 0+,

i.e. close to zero) in cases where r12 were 0.98 and -0.97.

To sense how MAXOVA attains greater power of discriminating belween

groul' (years) when Yl and Y2 are correlated, we l'resent scatterl'lot
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(Fig'lre 1) of VI anel 1'2 ..hell rt2 = 0.98. Projpction~ of the rlott<·el points Oll

th" Vl-axis or th" Y2-axis o,"edap eonsiderably '(also see the 1, overlap ,"alues

of Table 1). One \liould, therefore, expeet a nonsignifieant F for testing

univariate Ho of A.'iOVA. lie also diseern (Figure 1), rather ciearly, (Le.

eonsielering ho.. messy these flouneler data arp), a straight line separating thp

two groups. Even though drawn arbitrarily (by freehand) in the figure, it has

sepnratpd <lata of 1981 (A) from 1983 <lata (B) "eil, by keeping most As on ~ide

.lI1rl most fI~ on thp othpr,

Abrief account through figures underlyillg the distributions sho"n in

Figur" 1 is provided as folIows: In a eomplete hivariate normal population,

to every pair of measurements (Yl, Y2) there is a probability (frequeney),

{(Y1, Y2). This is shown in Figure 2 (from Seal 1964), with the probability

(fr',,'lU"ucy) axis drd"'ll perp"lldieular to the plan" of the Yl and Y2 axes.

Xotie" that for a glven value of Yl there is a normal distribution of Y2

values and viee versa. By looking down from the top in Figure 2 and working

oul"drds froß) lhc origiu "'c Lall ura", a cOlltour (au "llipse) su~h that tlJ"

eentral 951, (or any other speeified pereentage) of observations lie inside it.

Figure 3 (from Seal 1964) shows eoneentrie ellipses for some pereentage

values. About a eontour we note that (a) it is an ellipse beeause the

varianees of Yl and Y2 will, in general, be different. In Figure 3

varlability of Yl Is larger than that of Y2. In the special case when these

variances are equal, the ellipse is replaced by a eirele. (b) Variables Yl and

Y2 are uneorrelated. Figure 4 gives the seatterplot of a hypothetical data

set ",hen Yl and Y2 are uncorrelated, this ellipse will tilt as in Figure 5

where r12 is assumed to be positive. Also, ",hen r12 is large, the ellipse

will be long and thin. Figures 6a and b (from Johnson and Wichern 1988) give

additional views of the bivariate normal distribution. For Figure 6 (a) rl2

= 0 and for 6 (h) q2 = + 0.75. Note that due to the presence of correlation
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the probability t ..nds to conc..ntrate along a !ine. Figure 5 is extend..d to

show bivariate frequency distributions for one population (Figure 7) and two

populations (Figure 8. from Bray and Maxwell 1986).

Observations made earlier in the text pertaining to Figure 1 are

reiterated based upon Figure 8. Univariate distributions for the two

populations Oll Yl and Y2 overlap so extensively that separate MIOVAs will

likely not identify differences between the group means. On the other hand.

at the two dimensional level. populations overlap considerably less, thereby

making the separation between groups by MANOVA possible. The extent of

overlap between populations will reduce with the increase of the correlation

between Yl and Y2. Although computations for the MANOVA are rather involved

math..matically, these need not deter a practitioner from using it. This is

because complete programs for MANOVA are readily available. Consequently, the

end user of these programs will have hardly any mathematics to deal wi th.

Therefore. here we give just abrief outline of the algorithm of ~lANOVA

computations.

The two groups (Figures 1 and 8) can be separated by a line which is a

linear combination (Z) of the original variables, Yl and Y2. and is given aso

Z =blYl + b2Y2

The coefficients. bl and b2. are assigned values which will make the linear

combination Z discriminate between the two groups more than any other linear

combination. Searching for such bi (i = I, 2) is done by maximizing SSB/SSW

on Z. This Z is called, "discriminant functiou" and iSt in fact, eigen vector

of the D·W-l matrix of (10). Also, eigen value of this matrix is the ratio

SSD/SSW on Z. We could use individuals' values of the single composite Z as

univariate observations to test Ho of MANOVA by the univariate t test or F

test performeu on Z values.
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As stated earUer in the text, the test of overall Ho is only the first

01 the ho steps of analysis a practitioller "ould usually be interested in.

Rejection of Ho merely indicates that at least two groups differ on at

least one Yi variable. This knowledge in not sufficient for a practitioner

"ho needs to probe into specifics of differences among groups, e.g.

generl\l time trend, response., e.g. contribution of an individual Yl 01' of Y2

to the general time trend, and combinations of groups and responses, e.g. time

trend for YI - Y2. A number of simultaneous test procedures for multivariate

multiple contrasts are known (see, e.g. Ramsey 1982, Bird and Hadzi-Pavlovic

1983). In spite of the "eakness associated with it, the Roy union-intersection

approach may appeal to a practitioner most because (a) It is the most general

method of examining such contrasts, and (b) It provides the convenience of

le"ding directly to simultaneous confidence bounds on linear compounds of

groups and/or variables.

Additional Notes

In the fol1owing we give only a few notes concerning the MANOVA, much

more could have been said about it.

1. When dependent variables, Yi, are correlated, not only will performing

separate ~~OVAs on Yi ignore their correlations, but also their F tests

will not be statistically independent.

2. For the flounder example given here, p was 2. Matrix B'W-1 consisted of

4 (=p2) elements. MA~OVA simplifies the complexity of handling these many

numbers to just one, i.e. Z. In one sense the handling of the MANOVA

procedure presented earlier is done by reducing the suite of p measures

on each individual to a single Z score and then performing a univariate F- •

ratio on Z variable.
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1. '1:\'\OV~ l'rov1npc;; R l..miql)f" 1l1F-?IHum' for~ eXttminil1g Vdl'lo:d. ions amnng yedrs

(including time trends) by employing relationships among original

variables, Yi, rather thau by looking at each Yi in isolation. For

example, the linear combination of Yi provided in Z discriminates between

gr'oups (years) best (of 1111 possible linear combinations). Therf>fore,

magnitude of weights assigned to Yi in Z could be used in extending

interpretation on !1ANOVA results. loiith the simultaneous use of Vi

variables (as in ~ANO\"A) it is possilJle to cx,lminc tempel'al val'i"lioiOs and

tim.. h euus for specHic comlJinatiollS of palterus uf varialJles ~hidl al'e

o[ intereo;t to 01 practitiont:r.

4. For the flounder example there was only one discriminant functioll. In

the geuet'al case uf 1'12 anu K12, the number of discI'iminant functions is s

wher" s is the slllall ..r uf p aud K-l. Diserimillanl fuucliuns, Zl'

Zs, have lhe following characteristics: (a) They are uncorrelaled with one

another. (b) The q-lh discriminant function, Zq. is associated with the

q-th largest eigen value (also called the characterislic root) of t11e B·.-I

matrix. and is given by the q-th eigen vector, and (c) A Zq is a relevant

souree of differences among groups only if it is statistically

si gnif i callt.

5. Unlike the ANOVA there are four procedures for testing the multivariate

Ho. These procedures. ~'hich differ in the way the information in the s

eigen values is combined, are: (i) Wilk's lambda. (ii) Pillai-Bartlett

trace, (iU) Roy union-interseetion procedure, and (iv) Hotelling-Lawley

trace. It is not clear which of these procedures is most robust. has the

greatest statistical po~er (power is the probability that Ho is rejectcd

when it is false) and should be most preferred. Wilk's lambda is

historica11y the most widely used procedure and may be preferred when

characteristic roots of B'W-1 are nearly equal. Roy union-intersection
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approach ..hieh employs greatest characteristic root (ger) of B·.-I may

appeal to the praetitiuner "Leeause of its gredter heuristie and diddctie

vdlues" (Hclrris 1975) and for other reasons such as (Hdrds 1975): (a) lt

leads direetly to multiple eompdrison proeedures for groups and variables

and (b) lt c1arifies the eOllneetion Letween diseriminallt analysis and

"l\'iOVA.

6. Issues of distributions of Yi (01' bettel', of error terms), homogeneity of

their variabilities and statistieal power of tests are relevant for MANOVA.

as they are for ANOVA. ANOVA model requires that Y has anormal

distribution within eaeh group and that K groups do not differ in their

varianee (Y) values. These assumptions are paralleled in MANOVA whieh

requires multivariate normal distribution of Yi variables and equality of

tlteir covarianee matriees. The following are noted (Morrison 1976,

stevens 1980, Ramsey 1982, Muller and Peterson 1984, Bray and Maxwell

1986): (i) Apriori estimation of power when planning a MANOVA requires

estimation of many unknown parameters, whieh is a diffieult task. (ii)

The size of within group eorrelations among Yi variables influenees power

of the M~"OVA test. Depending on these correlations, MANOVA can at times

be less powerful than separate ANOVA tests on individual Yi varaibles.

For example, Table 4.7 of Morrison (1976) gives a comparison of univariate

and multivariate powers and an example with two variables, Yl and Y2 "hieh

show tllat (a) when 1'12 =0, the multivariate test has less power than the

\mivariate one, and (b) As this eorrelation inereases, multivariate power

eventually surpasses the univariate power.

7. General ~UL"OVA is available in several paekages. We have developed our

own p''''kage (which is eurrently being extended) "hieh gives extended

allalyses, such as examination of eontributions uf individual eharaeters to •
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tllllP trelHfs, time trpnrlCi cf diff~['~ncE's umrmg contaminants, qUddrutic

discrimilli..'l.tors with cOYdriallCe, ß1ultivariate analysis of attribute ddta,

MANCOVA with principal component covariabes.

TADlE 1. 1981 <1'I<} 1983 flou!l'ler ,laU. Oll Yl (Cu) anc} )'2 (Zu),
tlleir menus, rilugl;;'S, and J.H:rt:ellt o\erlaps uet'lt'een
distributions for the two years. All measurements
"H:'['~ L(,dll~[urlllecJ Lu LUUlllIUll lugdriUlul;:..
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Fig.l, Scatterplot of Yl versus Y2 (r12 =0.98) - f10under data.
Legend: 'A' for 1981 data and 'B' for 1983 data.

Fig. 2; A bivariate normal distribution.
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Fig. 3:concentric ellipses in the (Yl 'Y2 ) plane.
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Fig. 4 ;Scatterplot when Yl and Y2 are uncorrelated.
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Fig. 5; Scatterplot when Yl and Y2 are correlated positively .

•

•
Fig. 6; Additional view of a bivariate normal distribution.

(a) r12 =0 and (b) r12 =0.75



• Fig. 7;A bivariate frequency distribution.
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Fig. 8; Two bivariate frequency distributions.
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ANNEX 8

ON TIME TRENDS, 1977-1985.
IN CANADIAN COD ATLANTIC (~ MQIUßlA)

by

R.K. Misra, J.F. Uthe, and C.L. Chou

Marine Chemistry Division
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

P.O. Box 550, Halifax, N.S., Canada B3J 2S7

The need for multivariate analysis of varianee (MANOVA) and eovarianee

(MANCOV~) in preference to the univariate analysis of varianee (A~OVA) 0[' ~

analysis of covarianee (A:IlCOVA) in time trend investigations was clearly shown

in the study by Misra and l'the (1989-this meeting). Howp.ver, in the example

given the applieation to time trend analysis was not shown.

do so using the Canadian Atlantie eod data.

In this paper we

Our investigation of time trends in the Canadian eoastal environnlent

started in 1977. A number of eontaminants in Canadian Atlantie eod (Gddus

morhud) from the southern Gulf of st. Lawrenee were assessed employing a

lenglh-stratified sampliug strategy spread over as wide a range as praetieable

(Seott et al. 1978). Hisra and Uthe (1987) analysed 3-year (1977. 1978, and

1979) eod data by multivariate an"lysis of covarianee (MANCOVA). In the dd

hoc statistieians' meeting in 1984 (Uthe et al. 1984) continuation of this

imestigation beyond the three-)ear period was reeommended, to determine if

this speeies eould be used to follow long-term trends in eoastal ehemieal

illlervals uetweeu sdmplings, was idenlified.

eontamination. Tbe need for one or two additional sampies, with longer than

Follo"ing tbis •reeommendation an additionalsample was eollected in 1985. Misra et al.

(1988) n'ported to WGSATH the results of their study of time trends over the

8-year period of 1977-85 based upon MANCOVA of data for 1977, 1978, 1979, and

1985.
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~ldlerill1s lind l1elhods

For information on the basie data and materials and methods see Seott

et al. (1978, 198J) and l1isra and Uthe (1987). Coneentration data analysed by

'lisra et al. (1988) eonsisted of measurements on eaeh fish of ten

eontaminant-tissue eombinations designated as Yi, i = I, 10 (after

•

transformation to their eommon logarithms), for MANCOVA. These were: Y1 (Zn-

11) , Y2 (As-L), YJ (Cd-L), Y4 (Cu-L), Ys (lIg-L), Y6 (Se-L), Y7 (Zn-L), Y8

(PCB-L), Y9 (a-IICII-L), and YIO (IICB-L), where -L is 1iver and -11 is museIe.

In addition to these, six biologieal eharaeters, ineluding length (em), were

me3sured (l1isra and Uthe 1887). The "best" multiple linear regression ('lLR)

has not been established. therefore l1isra et al. (1988) employed one eovariate

at a time in their MANCOVAs on Yi. In the following, we present apart of

that MANCOVA for time trends where the eovariate. X, was log length.

Table gives s&nple sizes. means, and ranges of X and Yi for

•

eoncentration data. Vector E of eoefficients bio i = 1, 10, of

regression of y. on X was computed from l'wi thin year ll SS and SP. Null1

hypothesis l! 0 (where l! is the parameter veetor tor E) was rejeeted

(probabil ity level, P, of signifieanee = 0+, Le •• c10se to zero), showing

thereby that MANCOVA is warranted, Le. years should be eODlpared based on

their mean Yi after adjusting these for varaitions in the values of the

covariale X among individuals. Adjusted year-means, YI, are shown in Table 2.

~ote thaI these adjusted means would be the same for ANCOVA and MANCOVA.

Overall MAXCOVA null hypothesis, Ho. (step I, referred earller) that years do

not differ in their veetors of adjusted means of Yi, was rejected (P 0+).

This indicated Ihat significant linear eombinations of groups (years) and/or

varlahles (Yi) existed. following this, exaDlination of tlle linear time trend

vettor of adjusted year-means was one of lhe analyses done by l1isra et al.
."~ i

(1988) in the Step 2 ~IA)ICOVA. This was signifieant (P = 0+). Contributions
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of individual 1i to the time trend V,.ctQI' "as examined on the 1m,sis of 95'l.

simultaneous confid,.nce intervals,

contidence limits for each 1i' A Y variable would contribute signiticantly to

the linear time trend if its two limits were of the same sign (and thus did

not enclose zero value), Also, increasing or decr,.asing trends would be

indicated if the bo limits are both positive or negative, respectively.

t;"ing these guidelines, cuntamitldllts with significant cOlltributiolls to tlle

time tr,.nd wer,. identified as folIows: (a) With buth limits positive: Cd-L

(1~), Cu-L (Y4), and Hg-L (15), (b) With both limits negativ,.: Zn-L (Yl),

PCB-L (Ya), ,md HCB-L (YI0). These findings are ('orroborat,.d by visual

examination of increasing and deereasing trends of adjusted year-means of

individual eontaminants (Figure 1).

In ('onclusion, this pap,.r has been prepörf'd in response to the comment

made dt the 1988 meeting of liGSAT~ that !'IAKCOVA idelltifies too mdllY sources

of variatiun as significant. This has not been true in this study where

eontaminants eontributing significantly to time trend in MAKCOVA were the same

as identified by visual observation for univariate analysis.
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Table 1. ~t~ant }1illimulß, and 'laxirnwn value~ for X anel Y Variables
f0r C'nnl'pntrotion Diltu.

•

~
I Id:iiloie

GI Zn-" (~g/kg)
I 11 Ai-, log/'g)
i I; [;-1 (Hi,g)
, II C.-L (.!!;g)I15 Hg-L (~gjkgJ
. II Se-1 (U!!;,)
I 17 Zn-L (og/',)
I Tl PCH (~i!,g)

I 'I ,-rtCiI-, (~g/;,g)

I '10 HCB-L (m'g)

1971 (n • 3\) 1978 [n • 44) 1979 (n • \5) Hi5 (n • 35)
: I ---

• '.,! K • ! w· I· ! . I . . 'n"n I nln. I aI. .,ean t ..!n. I . aI. Kean ! Mt>. MH. 'ein I Kin. , MaI.

~1.5161,.146 3.m 3.5461,·1IJ 3.661 I,·m I J.891 1.~56 I1.389 I),tH

0.291 I 0.076 0.519 0.243 ,-0.0011 0.650 o.m I Q.C 97 1 0.656 0.3-9 .-~.m i 0.7lI
1.116 I !.lU 1l.~11 12.111 1 1•m l.1<6 1.844 j 1.415 2.m 2.396 1 2•0Il ll.8ll
o.m o.m 1.101 0.619 0.051 o.m 0.80\, G.C37 ,1.m 0.811, C.~'8 !.m
1.358 1 0.903 I 1.610 11. 4261' 1.000 1 2•000 11•m I LaOO 11.91\ 1.781 11.4\1 II.ml
2.915 2.7~~ ),117 ~.~22 2.6°9' ].'O~ 3,'2Q Z.?:4 ~L~9' 2.9~3 I 2.~~2 I '.~~'l '
1.185 1.0ll 11.365 1.1821 0.6961' I.m 1.265 I 1.01\ 11.511 1.22,\', 0.961 i 1.\52 I
0.214 UOI 10.119

1

°.\63 o.m 0.808 0.124' 0.!13 10.ß'2 C.!!2 '-0.114 . o.n ,
1.365 1' 1.411 !1

2•m 1.3il i 1. 342
1' 1.ge7 1.801 I1.2:5 i:.m 1:'1\2 i!'\j[ ; l.U I!

1.631 1.\91 2.061 !.f58 i 0.8\5 1.9Gl 1.624 I l.ll\ 1.B26 1.330 0.645! 1.556

Table 2. Adjusted Year-~eans of Y Variables.

Variable 1977 i I

Yl I 3.700 I 3.695 I,.'" I3.636
Y2 -0.269 -0.343 -0.206 -0.231
Y3 I 0.545 I 0.891 0.558 1.119
Y4 -0.069 -0.081 I 0.107 I 0.152
Y5 -0.133 -0.131 -0.229 0.237
Y6 2.172 2.246 I 2.355 2.203
Y7 I 0.991 I 0.978 1.062 11.023
Y8 -1. 840 -1. 747 -1. 761 -2.027
Y9 2.513 2.491 2.484 i 2.462
YlO ,1.550 1.574 1.540 , 1.247

Table 3. Lo~er and Upper Confidence Limits for Individual Contaminants in the
Time Trend Contrast Dased on 951 Simultaneaus Confidence Intervals.

IVariable Lower Linli t l'pper Limit

• Yl -2.5429 -0.3829
Y2 -1.7934 4.0263
Y3 5.4114 13.7729
Y4 0.3253 8.0500
Y5 4.1077 11.9895
Y6 -3.2559 2.4276
Y7 -1.3144 2.4038
Ya -7.5194 -2.0105
Y9 -3.2309 1.5976
YlO -9.7174 -3.2946
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Figure 1. Plot of adjusted year-means of Yi versus samplirg year.
("A" is Yl (Zn-M), "B" is Y2 (As-L), "C" is 13 (Cd-L), "D" is Y4
(Cu-L), "E" is 15 (Hg-L), "F" is Y6 (Se-L), "G" Is 17 (Zn-Ll, "H"
is y~ (PCB-I.). "1" is Y9 (a-HCII-I.l and "J" is YIO (HCB-L»
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ANNEX 9

METHODS FOR COLLECTING BENTHIC ALGAE FOR CONTAMINANT MONITORING

by

Norman Green and Martin Munk Hansen

85
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Tbe meeting of the ICES Working Group on Statistical Aspects of Trend Monitoring

(WGSATM) was held 12-20. April 1988 in Copenhagen. WGSATM considered a

request by another lCES working group to describe the methodology for using

seaweeds in connection with contaminant monitoring. WGSATM noted that there

was not resources to make a complete overview but that Munk Hansen from the

Greenland Environment Research Institute (GERI) and Green from the Norwegian

Institute for Water Research (NIVA) would undertake to describe what methods

were applied at their respective institutes as weil as their experience in using

seaweeds as monitoring organisms.

z..... Biolo1:irnL.Pf!lperlies of benlhic algae relaled 10 Iheir us~s moniloring

on:anisms

Benthic algae are plants located at water depths where light intensity permits

photo synthesis. Due to practical reasons the species normally used for moniloring

purposes are the ones in the intertidal zone. Tbe algae are fixed to the boltom,

normally to hard substrates as rock or stones. Some species can become ralher

old. For the knotted wrack (Ascophyilum nodosum), where age can be determined

easily, shoots of 10-15 years are common.

Benthic algae including species in the intertidal zone occur in the northern

hemisphere in the temperale zone and up to the high arctic. Some species have

a large geographical distribution.

Benthic algae take up al1 nutrients from the surrounding water. Tbus no nutrienls

are absorbed from the substrate to which the plant is anchored. Tbe shoots

grow at the tip for the indicator organisms mentioned below. However growth
also occurs along the length of the shoots. Tbe shoot tips therefore are

constituted of newly produced material and the amount of older material increases

lowards the base of the shool.

•



:.h. Species used for monitoring

3.1 At NlVA two brown algae have been commonly used to monitor spatial and

temporal changes in contaminants (mostly metals, in a few cases phosphorus,

nitrogen and PAH):

87

egg or knotted wrack

bladder wrack

Ascewhyllum nodosum

Fucus yesiculosus

•
To a rninor extent also serrated wrack (Eucus serratus) and the green algae

OadQphora spp. and Enteromm:pha spp. have been utilized for metal

monitoring•

3.2 At GERI brown algae have been used for monitoring of spatial and

temporal trends in metal pollution from rnining operations. The spedes are:

bladder wrack
(no English name)

Fucus vesiculosus

Fucus distichus

Furthermore the above mentioned species and knotted wrack (Ascophyllum

~) have been collected over three years at four unpolluted localities

in order to study the natural variations in the concentrations of elements.

~ Sources of variability of monitoring data

The uptake and release of metals in algae has not been adequately investigated

in regards to season and the plan!'s age. The same applies to individual variations

(in review by Knutzen 1985, (in Norwegian) includes discussions on background

levels. biomagnification and the effect of: seasonal variation, tissue age, salinity,

individual differences, place of growth on the seabed, meta! spedation and

• metal binding properties.)
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Knutzen (1985) identified the following sources of variation when using algae

for the purpose of monitoring metals:

The uptake and release of metals can be extremely slower during winter

than during summer in temperate regions.

- The concentration of metals can increase with age.

- The standard deviation of individual variation is on the order of 10-30 %.

Studies in Danish waters (Meyer and Kjrer 1988, in Danish) have shown that the

speed of growth is very variable over the year and between stations. Thus

length growth has been shown to be !Wo limes larger at a locality at the north

coast of Zeeland than at localities in the Sound near Copenhagen in the period

from April to September, while the growth September-October was up to live

times larger at the Copenhagen sites. Since metal concentrations in brown algae

are dependent on age of the analyzed part of the shoot· such variations in

growth . rate may affect the results when using algae for monitoring spatial

trends. llowever the monitoring of temporal trends would be' less influenced by

locality differences in growth rate.

~ PracticallPlidelines for monitorinl: usinl: benthic all:ae

5.1 Sampling period

Collect sampies at the same time of year for best results in regards to studies

on temporal variation or regional comparisons. Collection during late autumn to

early spring should be avoided if the purpose is to monitor shon term changes

«1 year).

5.2 Sampling localities

•

Depending on the purpose of the monitoring, sampies can be collected on small •
islands or at the tip of peninsulas (to monitor pollutants from a distant source)

or dose to to the point source of pollutant, e.g. a river mouth.
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NIVA collects sampIes within a zone homogenously disnibuted with Wtack and

for a horizontal distance of 10 - 30 m.

GERl collects each sampIe within a horizontal distance of c. 5 meter.

5.3 Number of sampIes per locality

To determine the significance of differences in the concentrations of pollutants

spatially or temporally it is necessary to know the variance in the measured

quantities. To do that more than one sampIe per locality is necessary' GERl

collects 2 - 3 sampIes at all localities, each sampIe being collected within a

horizontal distance of c. 5 meter.

5.4 Selection of sampIes

Bulk each sampIe from several individual plants preferably 10-20 plants and 10

shoots from each plant.

The sampIe should be free of epiphytes. If epiphytes are unavoidable these have

to be removed and a note should be made to this respect

Old or deformed portions of the plant should not be collected.

Fertile portions (receptacIes) should not be coIIected.

5.5 Preparation of sampIe

Select particular section of the alga depending on the purpose of monitoring.

NIVA routinely seIects the upper portion of knotted wrack (AscQphyllum nodosum);
from the tip to just over the second bladder. This portion corresponds to the

time period 0 to <2 years past, usually up to 18 months for sampIes collected

during the autumn. Where short term changes are anticipated the algae are

partitioned into year cIasses; current years growth corresponds to the shoot
above the first (uppermost) bladder. One bladdcr is formed each spring. For

bladder wrack (Fucus vesiculosus) NIVA uses the upper 5-10(15) cm which

corresponds to the shoots of recent growth (1-2 years). For this species GERl
selects the upper 4-8 Cffi. This length probably covers the same time span as

89
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the part collected by NIVA due to slower growth in the arctic.

NIVA rinse the sampIes in ambient seawater while GERI washes the sampIes

twice in deionized water to remove as much salt water as possible. This is done

because the ions in the salt water upon drying of the seaweed will be concentrated

to levels that may interfere with some methods of analysis. Before storage the

sampIes are drip dried.

5.6 Storage of sampIes

SampIes an: placed in plastic bags which do not contain contaminating substances.

Polyethylene is preferred. The bags should be appropriately marked with station
identification, date of collection and species (it is often difficult to identify

species later in frozen condition). The sampIes should be frozen as soon as

possible, within 24 hours provided the sampIes are kept cool and out of the sun. '

5.7 Analysis of sampIes

Wet weight determination of sampIes of brown a1gae is very inaccurate because

the a1gae produces excessive amounts of mucus while being drained. Therefore
analyses are expressed on a dry weight basis. GERI and NIVA freeze dry the' ,

sampIes and homogenization is performed in an agate ball mill.

~ Comparison of moni/orin:: properlies of ben/hic al::ae and mussds

MusseIs have been the most commenly used monitoring organisms in the intertidal

zone. Using benthic a1gae as monitoring organisms is another way of monitoring

the same marine environment To decide whether a monitoring program should
be based on musseIs or a1gae or both it is necessary to evaluate the qualities of

both types as quantitative indicators.

6.1 Integration time

When musseIs are used for trend monitoring it is recommended to use small

individuals. For practical reasons the soft parts of musseIs smaller than c. 2 cm

shell length are difficult to sampIe in sufficient quantities for analysis. In
southern Europe a length of 2 cm may be reached in less tban a year, but in

•

•



the arctie 2 em musseIs are 6-8 years old. Some metals are bound very fmnly in

musseis, and the use of individuals several years old may relleet the metal

levels in the environment integrated over several years. Tbe shoot tips of benthie

algae, which is the material the present guidelines recommend, can everywhere

be seleeted to rellect a short time period thus enabling the monitoring of short

term changes.

6.2 Experiences with different elements.

At GER! musseIs and brown algae have been used simultaneously on a number of

occasions. Tbis has given some insights into how the two types of indicators

react to different elements.

• 6.2.1 Zine and copper

For two elements zine and copper, brown algae have been found to be superior

to musseIs as monitoring organisms. lt seems that musseIs very poorly rellect

the environmental concentrations of these elements, and the reason is probably

that their internallevels are physiologically controlled.

6.2.2 Lead

Brown algae as weil as musseIs are useful indicators for lead. Tbe results obtained

by the two types, however, differs somewhat.
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•

A differenee in spatial distribution is observed several places. The most elearcut

is at Ivigtut where a point source of dissolved lead is found. Tbe enrichment

faetors at the source eompared to background levels are about the same for

musseIs and algae. Jlowever the concentrations in the algae decrease elose to

the source while the concentrations in the musseIs decrease more slowly with

distanee. This may be interpreted as the result of different uptake characteristics:

Tbe algae only accumulating dissolved lead and musseIs accumulating dissolved

as weil as particulate lead. Tbe dissolved lead in the seawater elose to the

source quickly may be connected to organie and inorganie particles thereby

leaving it unavailable for the algae. 1I0wever it would still be available for the

musseIs feeding on partieles suspended in the water.
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A difference between temporal trends in musseis and a1gae has been observed at

Mannorilik where lead pollution has been decreasing during the last 10 years.

This decrease is very pronounced in a1gae but smaller in the musseis. The

reasons behind the difference may be the long integration time for the musseis

as described in seetion 6.1, but differences in time of the propOrtions of dissolved

and particulate lead can not be excluded.

6.2.3 Various rare elements

At naturally occurring point sources of a number of rare elements in southem

Greenland the accumulation in musseis and a1gae has been studied. MusseIs

rellect expected geographical distributions of elements as rare earth elements

(lanthanum, cerium, samarium, neodymium and others) and hafnium. The •

geographical trends are not observed in a1gae.

'L.. Future work

The intention of this paper has been to describe NlVA and GER! methods and

experiences when using benthic a1gae as monitoring organisms. In order to
prepare a published set of guidelines for the use of benthic algae for monitoring

purposes a review of existing literature should be made. A review should address

subjects as:

• uptake and release characteristics of elements

• effects of environmental conditions (salinity, temperature, nutrients)

• seasonality

• natural variability

suitability of different species

We would recommend that the working group initiate the preparation of a

review as outlined. If that could be finished before the 1990 meeting of the

group a frnalized set of guidelines probably could be established in 1990. •
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ANNEX 10

POOLING MAY ECONOMIZE A SAMPLING PROGRAM

by

Jaap van der Meer

Abstract

When es t1ma ting concentrations of contaminants in marine organisms. the
eonfidenee of these estimates esn be improved eonsiderably by the pooling
of organisms before ehemieal analysis. Minimization of a loss funetion with
eonstraints, given in this paper, will give the optimal number of pools and
the optimal number of organisms within a pool. Due to the rather flat
appearanee of thia funetion, the following ru1e of thumb might work weIl:
avoid either the strategy of no pooling or the use of only a few large
pools.

Introduction

When eonsidering a programme of sampling and ehemieal analysis of eontami
nants in marine organisms the question is often raised: should "individual
speeimens have to be pooled be fore ana1yais?
Statistieal theory ean eontribute to answer this question and help the
chemist to eeonomize his sampling study. In the reeent past the WGSATM has
given eonsiderable attention to this problem (Lassen 1983, 1984, Anonymous
1986a, 1986b, Misra 1987, Uthe & Chou 1987, Bignert & Nielsen 1988), mainly
in conneetion with the use of biologieal eovariates. It was eoneluded that
pooling is an attraetive strategy, if only one covariate, e.g. length is
invo1ved. In such ease length stratifieation with small intervals should
be applied, the number of organisms in a pool should be eonstant and the
weights of the organisms within a pool must have small varianee. Due to the
interrelationship between length and weight the latter will probably be
true.

However, little attention was paid to the final ehoiee of the number of
pools and of the number of organisms within a pool.
This study will show on what grounds this ehoiee ean be made and that
statisties ean be helpful in eeonomizing a sampling programme and thus
saving eostly resourees.

•

•
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'.

In the fo110wing the effect of log-transformation of concentrstions (c.f.
Nicholson et a1. 1989) and the presence of outl1ers will be ignored. Tbe
use of covariates and variation in the weight of organhms will be dealt
with in the next section.

Consider the following modell

A

y - jl + El + EZ

El ., IND (0, °lZ/nm)
EZ ., IND (0, °ZZ/m)

where

A
Y estimated concentration
jl population parameter
n number of specimens in a pool
m number of pools
OlZ variance among specimens
022 varlanee among chemdeal analyses

The objective of each samp1ing programme shou1d be to maximize the power of
some planned stat.istical test given certain estimated costs or to minimize
the costs in achieving a desired power.
Let us consider the first objective. For reasons of convenience and without
10ss of generaUty the objective of maximizing the power will be restated
as minimizing the confidence interval of the mean.

Dafine Cl (in some monetary or arbitrary unit) aa the costs of using an
extra organism and 'c2' 'as the costs of conducting an extra chemical analy
sis. So the total marginal costs equal:

Tbe confidence interval of y equalsl

Z.ta,m_l·Sy

So the objective can be written as fol10ws

minimize ta,m-l' VOIZ/nm + ozZ/m\

with respect to n and m, given the constraint

(some particu1ar estimate Sy is rep1aced by Oy>'

If we know c, cl and c2 and assume values for 01 and 02 the problem can be
solved iteratively.
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Covariate included

Given th.. model
A _

Y - ~ + ß(x-x) + 61 + EZ

were

This

where

RZ - explsined fraction of the variance

If there are more covariates n will in general be equal to 1. So we might
include the possibility of using covariates in our optimization problem.
Define the costs of'including a covariate as c3.n.m

Weight differences within s pool

Lassen (1984) showed that

02 pool - :&wiz/ (:&wi)2 01 2

which, if wi - Wj for all i and j, reduces to

02 pool - °1 2/ n

rewriting gives

02 pool - [ (OW/~w)2 + 1 I . 012/n

So if the coefficient of variation of the weights within a pool is known,
the possibility of non-stratified sampling can be included in the optimi
zation problem. In such cases we could deHne the costs of stratiHed
sampling as c4.n.m

•

•
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Resources as discrete unita

Until no" cl and c2 have been assumed to be constant •. Hovever, in one
survey one is only able to catch, as an example q fish or !DUssels. If one
vishes to catch more one lDUSt organize another sampling cruise (ship day).
The same might be true for the chemical analysis. If you "ant to analyse
more samples than a single chemist can handle (r analyses), then you lDUSt
pay another chemist full time (figure 1).

c

i

c, t

Figura 1. !wo examples of a cast function.

So c • cl.n.m + cS.INTEGER(n.m/q) + c2.m + c6·INTEGER(m/r)

Ho"ever, if

cl·q « c5

c2· r « c6

then the cast function simplifies again, to

c • k.cS + 1. c 6

where

k number of ship days
1 number of chemists
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General solution

Given cl - c6. alt 02. R2 and CV. we wish to minimize

ta.m-l'V (l-R2).(CV2+l).012/nm + 022/m I

under the eonstraint

n.m.cl + m.c2 + g.n.m.c3 + h.n.m.c4 < c

where g is equal ,to the number of covariates (if g-O then R2_0 ) and h
equals 1 in the case of stratified sampling (CV-O) and otherwise equals o.
Alternatively one c:an use the more eomplicated cast function. The calcula
tions can easily he done in a spread-sheet program.

Examples

The first example uses the simplest cost function. with the values
c-ZOO. cl-l. cZ-10 and °1-10.
Figure 2 shows that not-pooling (m-19) or using large pools (m-2) are hoth
inefficient in terms of variance estimatea. A rule of thumb might hel keep
avay fram these extremes.

20

sp
t 15

, ~ ~ 10

10

5 7
0.=1

0
~m

0 5 10 15 20

Figure 2. Standard error of the estimated concentration (s) related to the
number of pools (m) for three values of the variance ameng chemical analy
ses (°2 2 ). See text for further explanation. •
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The eeeond example ineludee one eovariate. In this partieular ease (oZ-3,
e3-1 and other parameters es in the first example) there is no uee in
meeeuring the eoveriate if the explained fraetion of the varianee is less
than .5.
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Figure 3. Standard error of. the estimated eoneentration (s) related to the
number of pools (m) for three values of the varianee explained by the
covariate (R2). The curve ~th RZ-.5 equals the ?ne ~thout using a covari
ate. See text for furth~r·e~planation•
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ANNEX 11

EFFECT OF SAMPLING STRUCTURE ON REGRESSION ESTIMATES:
Why the CMP Samplinq Scheme Should be Followed

by

M.D. Nicholson and S.J. Wilson

Introduction

The ICES Cooperative Monitoring Programme (CMP) for fish and
shellfish outlined a sampling scheme for using these
organisms to monitor trends in contaminant levels (Anon.,
1983). The scheme recommended that for fish, a length
stratified samp1e of at least 25 individuals should be
collected annual1y at the same time and place.

A procedure for analysing the data collected under the CMP
scheme (Anon., 1986) assumed:
(1) log(contaminant concentration) is linearly related to
fish length.
(2) homogeneity of regression slopes
(3) Normal noise with constant variance.
and
(4) Additional covariates such as weight, age or sex could
be omitted.
The procedure included steps to establish whether or not the
assumptions were met.

When this procedure was applied, there was surprising
inconsistency in the adequacy of the proposed statistical
model (Nicholson and Wilson, 1987). Although the length
effect was linear when present, it was not consistently
present, even for subsets of species or contaminants.
Further, about half of the data sets showed the regression
coefficient of length fluctuating from year to year.

This effect~ be a consequence of poor data quality. For
example, as described below, it could arise if the sampled
1ength range varied between years. Nicholson and Wi1son
(1987) examined variation in length sampling, and attempted
to relate this to the results of the analyses of the CMP
data •

This note looks in more detail at mechanisms that could lead
to spurious heterogeneity of regression slopes, and re
examines the CMP data for evidence of these mechanisms.

2. Regression Models Fer Trend Assessment
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2.1 Simple Regression Model

Writing

then

and

y
x

y
variance (error)

loglcontaminant concentration)
length

at~x + error
Oe •

If this model is correct, then y can be predicted at a
particular value of x - usual1y the overall mean 1ength
observed in the data. We can then look at the way the
length-adjusted predicted values change from year to year.

This simple, and empirical, model becomes more difficu1t to
apply if the regression coefficient, p, varies from year to
year. There are really two problems. The first is what does
it mean if p truly varies? The second is that p may appear
to vary because of the distribution of the data.

2.2. Suppose ß truly varies

What does it mean if, for example, contaminant concentration
in a species decreases with fish length in 1988, but
increases in 1989? This effect must surely be due to some
complex chemical or physica1 phenomenon; eg interaction
between contaminants or mixing of various sub-stocks, each
having its own history of exposure. Levels going up or down
in the fish population may have no simple or direct
correspondence with levels in the environment.

Further, of what value are the measured trends? The
predicted length-adjusted concentrations will, Qy
definition, be different except at the length at which the
lines intersect. Testing for year effects adjusted to the
overall mean length is a very specific test, implying that
there is something particularly interesting about fish at
that length. Yet this value may have arisen by chance, a
consequence of vague sampling objectives in different years.

2.3. It is possible that ß will appear to vary.

The second problem is that if the sampled length
distribution in each year varies, the estimated p may vary
accordingly. There are various ways that this can happen.
Here is one: because length is usually measured to the
nearest centimetre, the recorded length contains some
measurement noise. The effect is to reduce the slope for the
observed data to

p' = Pl1tOn2/0x2)-1

•

•
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where an and ax are the standard deviations of the noise
and x respectively. Usually an is small relative to ax ' but
consider Figure 1.

Here there are two years, and the length range in the second
year is restricted to only large fish such that anlax=l. It
is easy to show that the slope in the second year is ß/2 and
the ratio of the predicted concentrations at the overall
mean length is given by

with ß typically having a value near 0.1, and a distance
between the two mean lengths of 40 cm, this gives a spurious
trend of a 270% increase - when in fact there was none.

You could argue that this is a very extreme example,
involving large extrapolations. True. But the point is that
there are mechanisms that contrive with badly structured
data to generate fluctuating regression slopes. Analysing
the data as if the slopes were really different can produce
a1armingly wrong trends.

3. A General Regression Model for Trend Data

The errors-in-variables model described above can be
embedded in a more general model. Consider Figure 2. In this
model, data within a single year consist of clusters of
observations. Two clusters have been shown. The important
feature is that there are now two relationships, the
relationship between points within a cluster, and the
relationship between clusters. Each has its own slope. i.e.

ßw slope within a cluster

ßb slope between clusters.

The overall relationship can be defined in terms of the
within- and between-cluster covariance matrices between y
and x. i.e •

giving
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V[x]

and Cov[yx]

ab2 + a w2

ßbab2 + ßwaw2 •

The overall slope is thus a weighted average of the within
and between-cluster slopes i.e.

ß Cov[yxl/V[xl

<ßbab2 + ßwa w2)/lab2 + a w2).

We see that the ordinary regression model has a w2 equal to
zero. The length-stratified samplin~ scheme proposed for the
CMP constrains non-zero values ofaw to be zero. The
errors-in-variables model of the previous section has ßwequal to zero.

The general form could arise, for example, if the within- ~
cluster effect was due to the biological interaction between
contaminant level and fish lengthi the between cluster
effect could be due to the history of exposure, for example
if fish in the larger clusters had migrated ac ross areas of
high contaminant levels not visited by fish in the smaller
clusters. These are only suggested as possibilities.

The observed regression coefficient now depends on the
length distribution through ab2 • If this is large, ß will be
dominated by ßbi if small, by ßw'

4. Application to CMP data

We have

or

Then

Cov[yxl = ßbV[xl + <ßw-ßb)aw2 •

Hence, if ßQ, ßw and aw2 are constant within a data set but
ab2 has var~ed from year to year, a plot of observed values
of Cov[yx) against V[x] should fall along a straight line •
with slope ßb and intercept {ßw-ßblaw2 • .

If the simple land desirablel model of Section 2.1 is
correct, the plot should have a weIl defined slope passing
through the origin. This plot will also arise if ßb=ßw'
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If there is no slope and the points are scattered around
zero, there is no length effect atall.

If there is no slope but the points are scattered around
some non-zero value, there is only a within-cluster length
effect.

If there is a slope and a non-zero intercept, there is both
a within- and between-cluster length effect but with
different slopes.

•
The CMP data consist of 6 metals measured in 7 species by
different countries monitoring different areas, although not
in all metal-species cOmbinations. To provide sufficient
observations, data were analysed by contaminant and species,
combining data from different areas and countries. This gave
a total of 26 data sets.

The observed va lues of Cov[yx) and V[x) were not available •
However, from an earlier analysis, the quantities

bij se(bij) and nij

were available for year i within area j where bij is the
estimate of ßij' Since

ß = Cov[xyJ/V[xJ

and V[bJ = 0e2 (n-l)/V[x),

then defining

Y
and

x

a plot of
intercept

[bij/se2 (bij»)/(nij-l)

[1/se2 (bij)J/(nij-l)

Y against X should have a slope of ßb and an
of (Ow2 / Oe2) (ßw-ßb) •

•

The results are given in Table 1. The first half of the
table gives the slope (upper) and intercept (lower) from the
least squares fit of Y on X. NUmbers in bold type are
significantly different from zero. The second half of the
table gives the mean Y. Numbers in bold type are
significantly different from zero, but the numbers in this
half of the table were only tested if the slope in the first
half of the table was not significant (otherwise enclosed in
brackets) •

5. Discussion

The only unambiguous results seen in Table 1 are for
mercury, for which all species (except herring) show a
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significant slope (i.e. Ph'O) and a non-significant
intercept (i.e. Ph=ß~ or crw=O). This reflects the reported
analyses of mercury ~n the CMP data (wilson and Nicholson,
1987) •

For the remaining 5 metals, there are no consistent results.
Copper has some suggestion that either bb.bw or crw.a; zinc
has some suggestion that Ph=ßw or crw=O. However, for the
most part, metals other than mercury do not have a
convincing, consistent length effect.

In some ways, these results are not surprising. For a
particular contaminant-species cOrnbination data have been
aggregated from different countries and different years. The
assumption that crw is constant may not be realistic.

Also, inconsistency of size effect on trace metals other
than mercury is already weIl documented (Phillips, 1980).

Clearly there is a difficulty. For metals other than
mercury, we are trying to identify a wayward and
intermittent size effect using data which may be poorly
suited for the purpose. Therefore it is most important to
follow the sampling guidelines with respect to length
stratification. Keeping the sampled length range wide within
years and constant between years will increase the
likelihood of establishing the size effect without
arnbiguity.

Alternatively, for these metals it may be necessary to
accept that there is no simple, robust, regression-based
method of analysis that can be applied. It may be desirable
to avoid the need for model based statistical analysis by
adopting an appropriate sampling scheme whereby possible
influential variables are held constant. Length stratified
sampling would be one possible scheme. However. again it
would be essential that the sampling scheme was followed.
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Tablel. Sur.:ary of results. See ":ext for explanation.

Species

Flounder Sole Ccd Plaice Whiting Dab Herring
Metal

Mercury 2.98 3.60 2.70 1.-10 5.19 10.44 1.17
0.014 -0.036 -0.006 0.021 0.052 -0.004 0.000

Copper -1.37 -2.18 -0.45 0.56 1. 86
0.037 0.029 -0.023 -0.125 -0.2.l~

zinc -3.86 -0.30 -0.06 -0.73 -0.82
0.036 -0.008 0.121 -0.063 -0.185

Lead -2.67 -9.08 0.70 •-0.012 -0.001 -0.045

Chromium -8.97 1. 94 0.10
0.085 -0.076 -0.109

Nickel -1.35 1.29 -0.31
0.023 -0.015 -0.131

Mercury (0.048) (0.019) (0.342) (0.069) (0.372) (0.016) 0.001

Copper -0.047 -0.082 -0.167 (-0.075) -0.129

zinc (-0.053) -0.053 -0.069 (-0.246) -0.489

Lead -0.047 (-0.057) 0.034

Chromium (-0.046) -0.025 -0.096

Nickel -0.051 0.015 -0.259

•
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ANNEX 12

TELEFAXEn RESPONSE BY WGSATM TO WGEAMS INQUIRIES

MATRIX 1 - Matrix table for monitorinq in relation to the protee
tion of human health.

a) It was noted that the statistics for 'lookinq at' compliance
with tolerance standards and for investiqatinq trends are very
different,and that the former had not so far been considered
within WGSATM. (Had the availability of human health 'stan
dards' been a consideration in the construction of this
matrix?) .

b) For 'fatty' fish such as mackerel and herrinq, it was con
sidered that an entry under fish muscle tissue for PCBs miqht
be appropriate.

c) The issue of the origin and intended application of the table
was raised, i.e. was the table intentionally concerned only
with the JMP list of contaminants?, otherwise it was ques
tioned why, for example, dieldrin had not been included in the
list of contaminants. (The 1985 baseline study had suqqested
dieldrin as a contaminant with levels in some areas approach
inq tolerance levels, and therefore a possible candidate for
inclusion in the table). Similarly, is this why, e.q. lindane
is in the table but not the other HCH compounds, etc?

d) Should the table include PCB or CBs?, i.e., should individual
chemical compounds be specified (i.e.,if individual CBs, then
which?) •

MATRIX 2 - Matrix table for monitorinq to assess existinq levels
of pollution.

It was not felt that WGSATM could comment·on this table, other
than in terms of some very qeneral remarks:

It was noted that a continual revision of this table might be re
quired, depending upon the interpretation of what 'monitorinq to
assess existinq levels of pollution' consituted (a similar point
could be made in relation to the other tables as well). It was,
however, also noted that all 'primarY' entries in the table were
in abiotic media (with the one exception of TBT in shellfishl).

MATRIX 3 - Matrix table for monitorinq to assess the effective
ness of measures to reduce pollution (trend monitor
inq).

As a basic statement in relation to a response to WGEAM's re
quest, it was considered that, in the absence· of. hiqh quality
data (in all senses of the phrase), it was very difficult for
WGSATM to prepare a comprehensive answer for WGEAMS.

•

•
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No 'seawater' data had yet been eonsidered by WGSATM, sediment
data had only been eonsidered in relation to a review of the re
sults of an intercalibration exercise. Thus, for all praetieal
purposes no eomments on the non-biota components in the table
eould be made.

It was, however, eonsidered that the group had a VERY LlMlTED
amount of data whieh would possibly allow it to identify which
compartments in biota might be most useful or appropriate for
eertain contaminants. At the same time it should be appreeiated
that, 'despite eompletion of aseries of statistieal analyses on
the lCES CMP trend sets for eontaminants in biota, investigations
of the complex biologieal influences on levels of eontaminants in
biota are only just beginning.

Given this situation, reservations were expressed as to the
ability or utility of interpreting biota trend monitoring data in
relation to ehanges in environmental levels in response to
'measures taken to reduee marine pollution', in all but those
cases where very marked ehanges in levels were involved (e.g.,
near strong point sources such as the Belledune lobster example).

To consider the possible identifieation of appropriate biologieal
eompartments, an exereise was completed involvlng a review of the
results obtained from the analyses of the CMP data for mercury in
fish muscle (eod, flounder, sole, plaiee and whiting) and liver
tissue (cod),

NOTE - mercury was seleeted as a 'best ease', in the sense that
it was the only eontaminant for which analyses over a
relatively wide range of species/area data sets provided
eonsistent results, suitable for comparison.

ALSO - the results represent an average aeross the species men
NOTE tioned above.

The following table identified whether it is possible (prob
ability > 0.95) to detect a eertain percentage change in mercury
concentration over a ten year period by monitoring using fish
museie and liver tissue.

Change Museie Liver

10\ n n
20\ n n
30\ y n
40\ y n
50\ y y
60\ Y y

lt is lMPORTANT to note that the quantity/quality of the data,
and the assumptions used to generate this eomparison mean that it
is not really safe to eonelude that for Hg, monitoring in fish
museie is superior to monitoring in fish liver. Rather, the pur
pose of the table is to show (roughly), whether, given the qual
ity of the data available, it would be possible to detect some
arbitrarily defined levels of change.
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Furthermore, it is IMPORTANT to note that the levels of change
referred to are levels of change WITHIN the organism, which can
not necessarily be assumed to reflect levels of ENVIRONMENTAL
change.

The WGSATM decided that it would be appropriate to send WGEAMS
the following extract from the recommendations in their 1985 re
port:

....... more information is neeeded on biological processes in
fluencing the uptake, metabolism, etc. of contaminants and the
transfer of contaminants through the food chain. The suggestion
was made that each country should establish a long-term, high in
tensity monitoring station to examine the cyclical and seasonal
changes in the animals and their uptake/retention of contaminants
as a background to the analysis of time trends of contaminants on
an annual basis.·

Whether WGEAMS is now considering supporting this aspect, e.g.,
initiating 'research activities' aimed at resolving some of these
questions, (possibly even setting up international reference
stations, establishinq sample banks, etc.) is considered to be
very relevant not only to the activities of WGSATM, but also to
all the programmes related to pollution monitoring.

•

(Last note
tables?l.

nutrients not included in any of the matrix


